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ABSTRACT
This paper provides a detailed justification for the interpretation o f firearm 
terminology presented in period documents associated with the establishment of the 
Colony o f Virginia. The primary documentary source for this study is the Muster of 
1624-25 prepared at the dissolution o f the Virginia Company o f London.
The analysis o f the late sixteenth and early seventeenth-century documentary 
sources was compared to the artifact data generated by archaeological investigations 
on sites that have components that relate to the first quarter of the seventeenth- 
century English settlement of Virginia. These data have provided insight to how the 
firearms terminology o f the first quarter of the seventeenth-century can be interpreted 
and equated to contemporary firearms definitions.
The conclusions o f this study suggest that self-igniting firearms were the 
dominant type used by the first settlers of Virginia, this is in contrast to the long held 
belief that the matchlock ignition form was the principle arm during the period. 
Evidence indicates that approximately nine o f ten firearms in the colony by 1625 
were self-igniting flint types, specifically, the snaphaunce.
AN INTERPRETATION OF FIREARMS IN THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD
IN VIRGINIA 1607-1625
2INTRODUCTION
The original English adventurers and settlers in what is now the Commonwealth 
o f Virginia arrived here with a large variety of tools, supplies and trade items useful in 
establishing viable communities. Among the items brought to the colony in the first 
quarter of the seventeenth-century was a wide selection of arms and armor. The most 
important and useful weapons for defensive as well as offensive purposes were firearms. 
This thesis will explore the relationship between the existing period descriptions of small 
arms, particularly the Virginia Company Muster of 1624-25 (Jester 1964) and other 
contemporary documents that describe firearms in all their various text descriptions and 
what we know about firearms from Virginia excavated archaeological contexts to provide 
a definitive typology of arms terms, which in turn can be related to a specific firearm 
ignition system. It is hoped that this approach will be of use to archaeologists as well as 
historians and material culture researchers.
Until recently the archaeological community has interpreted firearm related 
artifacts found in early seventeenth century archaeological deposits in Virginia using 
many o f the conventional arms histories published over that past fifty years (Blackmore 
1965; Brown 1980; Peterson 1956; 1964). While much of the information contained in 
these general studies is fundamentally sound, there is not sufficient specific analysis to 
allow for detailed interpretations o f firearms material found in the early seventeenth- 
century archaeological context. By using generalized information to analyze and interpret
3early firearms related artifacts an opportunity to clarify the myriad of period descriptions 
o f guns in the written record has been missed. Firearm parts found in archaeological 
deposits not only are the tangible evidence o f the firearm technology used in the early 
seventeenth-century, but may indicate that an arms industry was present in early Virginia, 
specifically, beyond the known recorded gunsmiths John Jackson and George Clarke at 
Jamestown (Mcllwaine 1924; Gill 1974; Homing 2001), Archaeological deposits 
containing gun parts and deliberately disassembled guns point to the likelihood that there 
were gunsmiths active in settlements along the James River and Tidewater Virginia.
The archaeological record, it was hoped, could supplement the period 
documentary evidence and shed light on the exact types of firearms present during the 
first quarter o f the seventeenth-century in Virginia. While sites dating to the first decades 
o f the seventeenth-century have been investigated archaeologically, the data that has been 
obtained from those studies is not sufficient to allow for an accurate statistical analysis. 
The number o f known archaeological sites dating to the early seventeenth-century is 
limited and those containing firearm related artifacts is lower still (Homing and Wehner 
2001; Noel-Hume 1982; Outlaw 1989).
With the lack of significant quantities of hard artifact data to analyze, an 
alternative methodology was developed to address the question of what firearms were 
actually in use in the first three decades o f the seventeenth-century in Virginia. The 
records o f the early explorers, adventurers and colonists were full of references to the use 
firearms, it therefore seemed that if systematically assessed, the period terms for guns 
would reveal typological categorizations which in turn could be used to supplement 
analysis o f firearm material identified in the archaeological record. The document
4assumed to possess the best chance of providing such interpretive insights is the Muster 
o f 1624-25 prepared at the dissolution o f the Virginia Company o f London. As a 
comprehensive inventory of personal property in Virginia in 1624-25, the descriptions 
contained in this document would be compared to firearm terms found in other period 
discourses and narratives. The archaeological record is an important interpretive database 
that can tangibly add to our understanding of social and economic realities o f a 
community, but if the archaeological data are not there, an alternative data set must be 
explored to help resolve interpretive problems. Therefore, it was hoped that the 
methodology used in this study would shed light on interpreting these valuable material 
assets o f the first European colonists in Virginia.
5CHAPTER I 
FIREARMS CONTEXT
Firearms are one of the more enigmatic categories of colonial material culture.
The use of firearms is multifaceted; they can be used for food procurement, personal and 
community safety, offensive and defensive military roles, status symbols and 
representations o f real or imagined power. Therefore guns in the earliest years of 
settlement in Virginia were an integral part of the material culture of each resident. 
Traditionally, historians have suggested that the dominant type o f firearm to be used in 
early settlements in Virginia followed a chronological sequence that reflected the various 
developmental stages of small arms ignition types coming out of Western Europe (Blair 
1962: 51). This scenario would suggest a reliance on the matchlock musket in the earliest 
years o f settlement, and would be evident in the archaeological record from deposits 
dating to the first years o f settlement. The seventeenth-century archaeological record in 
Virginia does confirm the presence o f matchlock firearms (Fig. 2), however these same 
sites contain representative specimens of other firearm ignition types. Self-igniting arms 
such as the wheel-lock (Fig. 5) and snaphaunce (Fig. 3,6,11-13) are found in the context 
o f these early deposits as well. By the second half o f the century, the English-lock (Fig.
15) and later in the century the French (true) flintlock become the dominant ignition types 
represented archaeologically.
6While there is no doubt that the matchlock was present in the Virginia colony, it 
does not appear that it was ever the primary firearm in use during any period of the 
seventeenth-century. In fact, it is likely that the vast majority o f guns in the possession of 
the colonists, certainly by 1620, were in fact self-igniting flint arms, specifically the 
snaphaunce and towards the end o f the 1620s and into the 1630s, a distinctive form of the 
flintlock known as the English lock, Type I (Godwin et al 2003b: 53). The period of time 
to be considered in this paper is roughly from the turn of the seventeenth-century to about 
1625. The rationale for the focus on this period is two-fold. There is great interest in 
identifying archaeological deposits from the first decades of settlement in Virginia, 
popularly referred to as the “Virginia Company” period. Archaeological deposits dating 
to this earliest period of English settlement of Virginia are hard to discern from later 
periods o f occupation, and as such, another tool in the archaeologists’ interpretive body 
o f work is of value to assist site analysis. Also, this is an era where arms technology is 
changing in Europe, earlier forms of ignition such as the matchlock are on the wane, 
being overtaken or replaced by more efficient self-igniting arms.
During the sixteenth-century, undoubtedly in response to the limitations of the 
matchlock, development and refinement o f self-igniting firearms based on flint 
(snaphaunce) or pyrite (wheel-lock) sparking mechanisms provided much more reliable 
firearms particularly suited for the circumstances that faced the Virginia colonists. These 
changes in ignition mechanisms originated in Europe, with subsequent refinements and 
regional variations many o f these self-igniting arms became quite distinctive in 
appearance and operation. It seemed likely therefore that there would be a relationship 
between the arms developments in Europe and arms being sent to and used by Virginia
7colonists, and that, that relationship would be reflected in the archaeological record. 
Further, stylistic variations suggesting country of origin would be helpful in establishing 
the source of the colony’s guns.
The archaeological record is not extensive for the period 1607 to 1625; however, 
several large sites have been investigated over the years. Currently the Association for the 
Preservation of Virginia Antiquities (APVA) Jamestown Rediscovery project has made 
significant progress in identifying elements o f the first fort on Jamestown Island.
Martin’s Hundred and Piersey’s (Flowerdew) Hundred are two other well-known 
excavations that have intact first quarter seventeenth-century archaeological deposits. 
Kingsmill tenement 44JC39, and 44JC41 Governor’s Land “The Maine”, excavations 
contained early archaeological deposits and firearm material as well. One site in 
particular, 44CC178, “Cawsey’s Care” (Tyler 1896:148-9) has features that likely relate 
to forging and gunsmith activities. Although this site likely dates to the late 1620s or 30s 
through the 1650s, the firearms assemblage is quite remarkable and includes a wheel-lock 
(Fig.5), and the remains o f at least four snaphaunce locks (Fig. 6,11-13). This site is 
associated with West and Shirley Hundred in Charles City County. The potential for this 
site to shed light on the early seventeenth-century arms assemblage in Virginia is very 
good.
At the turn o f the seventeenth-century there were two basic ignition types o f hand 
held personal firearms available, the matchlock and several types o f self-igniting arms. 
Acquisition o f firearms could have either been through direct purchase from armories or 
through the distribution process o f the Virginia Company. John Smith notes that in 1609 
the colony possessed “three hundred Muskets Snaphances and firelocks: Shot, Powder
8and Match sufficient, . . .” (Gill 1974:3), further, thirty-five men were equipped by the
Virginia Company who sent “twenty muskets, 10 with snaphammers & 10 without and
moulds unto them, 40 Swords and Daggers, Two Barrels o f pouder being 200 pounds
which will allow to every man 10 pounds and more at 5 lb the barrel, Six hundred weight
o f lead and melting pans 3 ...” (Kingsbury 1933: 96). By 1622 the Virginia Company
suggested that each man arriving in the colony should posses “one long Peece, five foot
or five and a half, near Musket bore” which translates into 12 bore or approximately .75-
inch diameter. In September of 1622 (six months after the massacre) the King presented
the colony with a large supply o f arms, included were “700 Callivers, 300 short pistols
with fire locks, and 300 harquibussies...” and these were noted as “being unfit for any
moderne service” in Europe (Gill 1974: 4). The response to this “gift” was related in a
1622 report titled “By his Majestys Counsell for Virginia; Report of the 1622 Anglo-
Powhatan War in Virginia: A Promotional Tract”
And lastly wee desire o f all well affected subjects, That they will seriously take 
into consideracion, how deeplely the diligent and carefull prosequution of this and 
th’other Plantacion o f the Somer Hands, tendeth to the honour o f his Majesty & of 
the whole Nation, dominions, the propagacion of Christian Religion, the enlarging 
and safety of his Majestys dominions, the ymployment o f his subjects now idle at 
home, the increase o f men, Marriners and shipping (And) the breeding o f such 
needful and necessary commodities, for the ymportatiion whereof from foraigne 
countries, to the great diminution of the [Treasury of this Realme, and especially 
hauing as well his Majestys bounty, and goodness now heaped vpon vs, by a large 
& Princely supply o f Municion & Armes of his highness one store, graciously 
conserued for the safe advancement and safety o f the Plantaticion, as also his 
Royall favour amply extended in a large supply o f men & other necessaries 
throughout the whole kingdom (WEB Page; Hartlib Papaers 1994)
It is interesting to speculate as to the nature o f these arms and if they were ever delivered 
the colony, as the Muster, only two years later, lists 63 pistols and 57 long arms noted as
9Matchlocks (often referred to as Harquebuses) and 46 Snaphaunces. For all other 
categories [Peeces fixt, Peeces, Peeces serviceable and Peeces not Fixed] the total is 829, 
which leaves a total o f 1001 firearms of all types accounted for in the Muster (Appendix). 
The gift o f 1622 totals 1200 firearms, with the population of males older than 14 years 
being 582, it seems that the probable total o f all types o f firearms in the colony by 1624- 
25, should have been closer to two thousand. It seems that if every man in the colony was 
supposed to posses a long gun and the early adventurers and ancient planters possessed 
guns that the Muster would reflect this projected total. Speculation on how to interpret 
the arms inventories suggests reuse and cannibalization o f the 1622 gift containing 
firearms unfit for modem European military service. Evidence for this activity is likely to 
be encountered archaeologically in the form o f miscellaneous gun parts (batteries, sears, 
cocks, serpentines triggers, etc) and stock furniture such as trigger guards, but plates and 
ramrod pipes.
Acquisition and distribution o f arms by a parent organization (Virginia Company 
or the government) is a means by which relatively large quantities o f a specific type of 
firearm could be acquired at a reasonable price and insure some semblance of uniformity 
o f type (Pamell 1995). However no guarantee can be assumed that large-scale arms 
acquisition would equate to uniformity o f style or ignition type. It was not until the early 
nineteenth-century that true uniformity and interchangeability o f parts and components 
for small arms was accomplished. Prior to the nineteenth-century the major European 
powers instituted arms manufacturing requirements that attempted to standardize military 
small arms, in particular long arms. Firearms that conformed to a set o f specifications 
such as weight length o f barrel, bore size and ignition type became “pattern” types or
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“models”. These attempts at standardization did not begin in earnest until the last decade 
of the seventeenth-century and were not really in place until the first quarter o f the 
eighteenth-century, most notably in England, France, Spain and the German 
principalities.
Prior to the 1690s, firearms, specifically, musketry, was a basic design that 
conformed to very general descriptions o f a type. This was not standardization o f “type” 
as is currently understood (interchangeable parts, consistency in bore diameter, etc.), but 
rather an arm that represented a series of general requirements to fill a specific need for 
the military. Gill notes that the English government in 1630 established measurements for 
all arms of military use (Gill 1974:4); the arms identified are Muskets, Caliver,
Harquebus and Carbine or Petronel. Although this does not establish “pattern” firearm 
types, it is the earliest record of specific dimensions being ascribed to a named type of 
firearm. O f particular note is “carbine or petronel”, it appears that these terms may in-fact 
be compatible and likely refer to a short horseman’s shoulder arm.
By the 1640s shoulder arms began to be seen as the principal infantry weapon of 
European militaries and had effectively replaced the pike as an offensive weapon. 
Firearms presented a great advantage over pikes and especially the bow. As early as the 
mid-sixteenth-century it became apparent to Europeans that the firearm properly used 
was a devastating offensive weapon far superior to the pike and the bow in two 
significant ways. One, the effective range o f a Musket was at least 100 yards if fired in 
masse, and the striking power o f the musket ball was far superior to the arrow, although 
penetration is another matter as noted by George Percy in 1606 “One o f our Gentlemen 
having a target which hee trusted in, thinking it would beare out a slight shot, hee set it up
11
against a tree, willing one o f the Savages to shoot; who tooke from his backe an arrow of 
an elle long, drew it strongly in his Bo we, shoots the Target a foote thorow, or better: 
which was strange, being that a Pistoll could not pierce it. Wee seeing the force of his 
Bowe, afterwards set him up a steele Target; he shot again, and it burst his arrow all to 
pieces, he presently pulled out another Arrow, and bit it in his teeth, and seemed to bee in 
a great rage, so he went away in great anger” (Percy 1606). Percy’s Narrative aside, 
another fact of the effectiveness of the musket was that an infantryman could be trained 
to shoot a musket in a very short time whereas the bowman requires a lifetime to acquire, 
and maintain, the necessary skill to be an effective archer.
The standard musket o f the sixteenth and, up to the turn o f the seventeenth- 
century, used a match to ignite the charge, this form if ignition is known as the 
“matchlock”. The matchlock was difficult to use in conditions other than ideal as 
witnessed by John White in 1590 on his voyage to the West Indies and America “The 
Admirals boat first passed the breach, but not without some danger o f sinking, for we had 
a sea brake into our boat which filled us halfe full of water, but by the will o f God and 
careful styrage of Captaine Cooke we came safe ashore, saving onely that our furniture, 
victuals, match and powder were much wet and spoyled” (White 1590: 415) and were not 
really conducive to battle tactics that required a charge towards the enemy, rather these 
arms were used to support pike-men and cavalry. The sixteenth-century really was the 
time when firearms were maturing as weapons o f war and their role was being defined 
and redefined as technology changed, towards the end of the century, most notably in 
with regard to the ignition type.
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While there were self-ignition types of firearms available by the middle of the . 
sixteenth-century (Hoff 1970) they were not widely accepted for general military use 
until the turn of the seventeenth-century. In fact most were relegated to arms of the 
wealthy and nobility. The wheel-lock was one such ignition type. The wheel-lock is most 
widely associated with the German states and was extremely popular and was widely 
used on sporting arms and handguns of the period. The most significant drawback of the 
wheel-lock was the expense and complexity o f the mechanism. These arms are not 
typically found in military configuration as they were expensive to produce and difficult 
to maintain, especially in battlefield conditions, further if the spanner (cocking devise) 
was lost the gun was useless.
The snaphaunce was another self-ignition type that made its appearance in the 
sixteenth-century. The origins of the snaphaunce are not well understood, but there are 
several specimens known that date to the last quarter of the sixteenth and turn o f the 
seventeenth-century, which have an English provenance and likely stem form Northern 
European forms which found their way into Scotland (Godwin et al 2003a). The 
snaphaunce was superior to the wheel-lock in terms of economy and lack of complexity. 
The snaphauce was to gain general acceptance in Europe at the turn of the seventeenth- 
century and remained a popular form o f flint ignition until the second quarter of the 
century (Fig. 7-11). The success of the snaphaunce saw it surviving in some parts of 
Europe until the early nineteenth-century, and remarkably, surviving into the twentieth- 
century in parts of North Africa. The snaphaunce, while superior to the wheel-lock and 
certainly the matchlock for field use by the militaries o f Europe, was ultimately replaced 
by the French or “true” flintlock (Lenk 1939). In England and the Colonies, there is
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evidence that the snaphaunce did not remain in military use much after the mid 1630s. 
There is a compelling argument that snaphaunce locks were, on occasion, converted to 
flintlock, taking the form of the English-lock (Straube 1990). The concept o f conversion 
has created debate over the past decade as to the occurrence of the practice o f conversion 
as the practice relates to the early forms o f the English-lock (Spencer 1997: 9).
During the 1620’s in France, and elsewhere in Europe a development in firearms 
technology was to occur that would remain as the principal small arms ignition type for 
two hundred years. The development o f the true flintlock and the English form was to 
force the snaphaunce into obsolescence by the 1640’s. Although the snaphaunce was not 
totally discarded it never saw the popularity o f the first decades of the seventeenth- 
century. The snaphaunce was characterized by a separate battery and sliding priming pan 
cover linked to the cock tumbler (Fig. 8 and 10), that, when activated by the cock 
snapping against the battery, the entire mechanism was set in motion thus exposing the 
gunpowder in the priming pan to the shower o f sparks generated from the flint in the jaws 
of the cock striking the battery. While the snaphaunce was to prove effective as a firing 
mechanism, it still had the drawback of possessing too many small moving parts. If  any 
one o f the locks parts failed the mechanism was rendered difficult to use. The 
development of the flintlock further reduced the number and delicacy o f the exposed 
parts. The flintlock omitted the sliding pan cover and delicate linkage to the battery in 
favor o f an intergal priming pan cover/ battery; some modem sources refer to this part as 
the frizzen. This seemingly simple modification greatly enhanced the efficiency and 
practicality o f the flint ignition lock mechanism.
14
De-accessioning out o f date or obsolete arms and distributing them to colonists
throughout the world was not an uncommon practice for Europeans up to and including
the twentieth-Century. With the exception o f those who could afford to purchase then-
own personal firearms, most early colonists had to use arms that were provided them. In
the first decades o f the seventeenth-century a choice of firearms types would have been
limited. Self-igniting firearm types would undoubtedly be the first choice over the less
efficient matchlock. It is possible also, that in areas away from core settlements, with
their relatively large populations and fortified (pallisaded) plantations on the frontier,
self-ignition arms would be the predominant type of firearm and more in evidence in the
records o f the period and significantly, in archaeological deposits (note that in the Muster
the majority o f matchlock arms are in locations known to be fortified [Appendix A]).
Flint arms would provide duel service, both as a defensive and offensive weapon.
Following this hypothesis, matchlock arms therefore would have likely served more as
defensive weapons in fortified settlements, thus using the matchlock much as one would
use a piece of ordinance. The following quotations relating events during the Uprising of
1622 serve to illustrate this hypothesis:
At Warrafqucake, one Mr. Baldwin, when his Wife was so wounded, that fhe lay 
for dead, yet by often difcharging his Piece, drove them off, and faved both her 
and his Houfe, together with himfelf and divers others (Smith 1986:295).
And further Smith notes:
Mr. Hamer, having finifed a Letter he was writing, ran out to fee what was the 
Matter. But he foon received an Arrow in his Back, which obliged him to retire 
into the Houfe, and barricade the Doors. Hereupon the Indians fet Fire to the 
Houfe; - but Harrifon's Boy, juft at that Inftant, finding his Matter's Gun loaded, 
fhot at Random (Smith 1986: 296).
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In both of these accounts the references to firearms strongly suggest self-igniting 
ignition types, most likely the snaphaunce, as the percentages of arms inventoried in the 
Muster indicate (Appendix A). The muster for Wariscoyack lists only “1 pistol, and 5 
Peeces” (Jester 1964: 47). I suggest that these 6 arms were all flint ignition forms and not 
matchlocks. The sentence “ ...juft at that Inftant, finding his M after’s Gun loaded, fhot at 
Random ”(Smithl986: 296) likely can only refer to a self-igniting arm.
There is little doubt that from 1607 onwards firearms were an integral part of 
colonial life as would be any other functional tool. It is reasonable to speculate that the 
colonists would select the most current and efficient firearm types for their personal and 
collective use. It is hinted the relation of the 1622 “Gift” that there was some displeasure 
with receiving “arms not fit for modem military service”, (Gill 1974: 4) clearly Virginia 
colonists were aware of the need for efficient arms, especially after the massacre of 1622 
and it is likely that any opportunity to obtain the most modern guns available would be 
taken advantage of.
Demographics may play a role in the arming of Virginia colonists as well. It is 
possible that on early seventeenth-century plantation sites located away from the more 
established core communities, an archaeological investigation would be likely to 
encounter flint ignition firearm parts in deposits dating from even the earliest levels, one 
could also expect to find parts associated with the deliberate discarding of obsolete 
firearm elements. Forms such as the wheel-lock, snaphaunce and early forms of the 
English lock (flintlock) are included in this category as they reach their time of 
obsolesance. At the core communities or heavily populated sites such as Martins Hundred 
or Jamestown one would expect matchlocks to be more commonly encountered in both
16
period documents and in the archaeological deposits. The use of matchlocks necessitates 
a source o f fire to ignite the match, which ignites the priming powder, which in turn 
ignites the main charge thereby firing the piece. Conceptually, therefore it is much like 
using a piece of small ordinance, such as a “murderer”. Maintaining a system allowing 
for effective operation of the matchlock takes planning, and especially, a foresighted need 
to use the weapon. It would be difficult and impractical to consistently maintain the 
necessary fire source in proximity to the users o f the weapon for the matchlock to be of 
any real value, the exception of course is during those situations when it is obvious that 
the gun would be needed imminently.
Self-igniting flint firearms would be a logical choice to address the problem of 
firearm readiness. While the matchlock was not completely disregarded in all cases nor 
used exclusively in fortified settlements, there are some indications that a greater 
proportion of flint ignition type arms may be expected in the more vulnerable settlements 
during the first quarter o f the seventeenth-century.
To understand the relationship of firearms types to the function they served it is 
important to understand the technology for each of the types represented in the muster. 
Typologically, three ignition methods are represented in the Muster and archaeologically 
in pre-1630's context, these are the matchlock, wheel-lock and snaphaunce. 
Technologically, the matchlock is the least complex and the wheel-lock the most 
complex, with the snaphaunce falling somewhere in between.
Chronologically, the matchlock is the earliest o f the three forms represented, 
dating back to the fifteenth-century with little change through the seventeenth-century 
when its manufacture in Europe virtually ceased. The wheel-lock development occurred
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in the sixteenth-century particularly in its most recognizable state, in the Germanic 
Provinces of central Europe, the wheel-lock appears to be well established in that region 
o f Europe by the second quarter of the sixteenth-century. Dating the development o f the 
snaphaunce is somewhat more difficult given the shortage o f dated specimens. The 
earliest dated English snaphaunce (Fig. 4)is 1584 (Godwin et al 2003a: 87) it has a lock 
mechanism almost identical to a complete lock found at 44JC39 (Fig. 3). Based upon this 
dated specimen it is safe to assume that the snaphaunce in England was developed by the 
forth quarter o f the sixteenth-century. Recent study suggests that the snaphaunce (Fig. 14) 
remained a principal flint arm in England into the early years of the second quarter of the 
seventeenth-century (Godwin 2003a, Spencer 1997, Straube 1990), in fact, Sir Thomas 
Southwell is shown in a painting from c. 1630 holding a snaphaunce musket (Blackmore 
1971:227). The declining use o f the snaphaunce likely coincided with the development 
and general acceptance o f the English-lock in the 1630’s to the point that by mid-century 
it was relegated to obsolescence. It is interesting to note however, the term snaphaunce 
was used throughout the seventeenth-century possibly even being applied to descriptions 
o f the English-lock (Parnell 1995).
The matchlock arm in use during the first quarter of the seventeenth-century in 
Virginia would be most likely a common military musket. Throughout its period of use, it 
was its economy of manufacture (ease in production and cost) compared to other 
contemporary ignition types, such as the snaphaunce and the wheel-lock that insured its 
popularity in military circles. The simplicity o f the mechanism (repair factor) and the 
lower cost would make them attractive to organizations and individuals acquiring 
supplies for an economically motivated venture such as the establishment o f the Virginia
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Colony, from 1622 to as late as 1676 obsolete matchlocks were sent to the colony 
(Parnell 1995). However, the economic benefits of the matchlock would not compensate 
for its major flaw as a weapon, particularly in a frontier situation. The matchlock was a 
cumbersome and difficult firearm to maintain in a ready to use form. The constantly 
burning match tended to bum out or bum away from the serpentine, and inclement 
weather had the effect o f rendering the arm ineffective at best. Therefore, as an offensive 
weapon or as a gun to be relied upon for instant service, the matchlock would likely not 
prove useful. In a defensive situation, such as in a fortified settlement the matchlock 
could be used much as light artillery would have been, such as directed firing from 
protected vantage points where support elements such as fire to ignite match cord would 
be present and easily accessible.
The snaphaunce is a self-igniting flint mechanism (Fig. 6). Its origins are 
somewhat obscure but developmental variations are known from Italy, Scandinavia, 
Spain, Netherlands and England. The earliest documentation for the snaphaunce comes 
from the Swedish royal workshop in Arboga in 1556 discussing the fitting of snaplocks to 
harqebuses (Lenk 1939). Another specimen has a German attribution and is dated 1572 in 
the Germanisches Museum Nurenburg (no.W.411).
Traditionally amongst arms students it has been assumed that the English form of 
snaphaunce was developed in Holland and introduced to England (Colton 1992). 
However, English specimens, one in particular, which is dated 1584, (Blackmore 1971; 
Godwin 1997; Godwin et al 2003a; Spencer 1997) predate any known dated Dutch 
examples. The snaphaunce appears to have been well enough established in England at 
the turn o f the seventeenth-century for James I to provide snaphaunce lock long-guns as
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gifts to King Phillip III of Spain in 1604 (Godwin 2003a: 51). This act may very well
indicate the popularity o f the snaphaunce in England and provide further evidence that
indeed this ignition form was mainstream and evocative of an “English” gift. One
specimen in the Bedford collection is similarly noted as having an ‘English Lock” and is
dated 1622 with a French provenance (Gussler & Lavin 1977: 15). Godwin recently has
prepared a Chronology Comparison Chart o f English vs. European dated firearms
between 1570 and 1680 (Godwin et al 2003a: 87) that suggests that, especially in the late
sixteenth and early seventeenth-century, the English at least, produced the majority of
dated snaphaunces, and it was not until the 1630s that the first dated flintlocks are known.
The English dated specimens and including Cruso’s “Miliarie Instructions for the
Cavall’rie” in 1632 are exclusively snaphaunce arms (Godwin et al 2003a; Straube 1990).
In 1609 Richard Pots, in his contribution to "The Proceeding of the English Colonies in
Virginia" relays the following in reference to John Smiths accomplishments:
Leaving us (10-4-1609) thus, with 3 ships, 7 boates, commodities ready to trade, 
the harvest newly gathered, 10 weekes provision in the store, 490 and odde 
persons, 24 peeces o f ordinances, 300 muskets snaphaunces and firelocks, shot 
powder and match sufficient. (Tyler 1907:304)
This quote is interesting in that it differentiates between muskets, snaphaunces and fire­
locks. Tyler in 1907 interprets muskets snaphaunces as a singular term and further states 
in a footnote that a firelock was fired by means of a match. An inventory prepared in 
1547 for the armory o f Henry VIII lists a number of pistols known as “dags” or “tackes” 
armed with "fire lockes” meaning wheel-locks, Cruso notes a similar distinction in 1632 
(Straube 1990). At the time Tyler was writing much of what is known about early 
firearms was not available to him so it is understandable that misinterpretation of some
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terms occurred. A modem interpretation would be that; snaphaunces refer to the ignition 
type we currently view as having a separate battery and pan cover, that fire locks refers to 
wheel-locks and the term Muskets refers to the matchlock. Evidence for this 
interpretation is suggested as late as 1625. In the Virginia Company Muster of 1624-25, 
the term Musket is applied only to Match-cocks as noted in the inventory o f Ralph 
Hamers at Hog Island and others (Appendix A). Conversely, the qualifier for 
snaphaunces, if included, is always “peece” in the Muster. As to wheel-locks in the 
Muster, the term ‘petronell’ is probably describing the form (Fig. 4) as opposed to the 
earlier description o f “fire-locke”
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CHAPTER II 
HISTORIC OVERVIEW AND CONTEXT
The English settlement of the James River and the motivation for the investors of 
the Virginia Company of London, were solely economic. As early as 1585, Sir Walter 
Raleigh detailed “Marchantable Commodities” (Harriot 1590: 12) that would support an 
economic venture. There was the impression that the natural resources in the colony of 
Virginia would provide the basis for very positive economic investment opportunities 
both to secure the stability of the Colony and also to establish a cash product base. The 
first ten years of colonization was a particularly difficult time for the colony, however, by 
the end of the 1610s the Virginia Company o f London investors witnessed the realization 
and expansion o f the economic base o f Virginia into many and diverse realms (see Haile 
1998: 25 for full range of suggested income producing commodities and products).
In order to take economic advantage of the colony a practical approach to 
settlement was required. By act o f the thirteen member Council for Virginia in 1618 each 
of the four Corporations were granted 3000 acres each, Elizabeth City, James City, 
Charles City and Henrico. Within the four Corporations were 28 settlements; by 1619 the 
Corporations were further divided into plantations. These settlements provide the core for 
the attempts to promote agricultural development in Virginia. Prior to the dissolution of 
the Virginia Company in 1624 these settlements were the political and economic link to 
England. The original settlements (Fig. 1) established between 1607 and 1620 provided
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the organizational units by which the investors were able to maintain continuity o f 
control over the colonists and their activities, for those colonists whom the Virginia 
Company funded to come to Virginia were to provide 50 percent o f the land profits to the 
Company the other 50 percent to the government (Jester 1964: xxi).
The leaders o f the communities were closely related to the Virginia Company o f 
London and likely had little intention o f remaining in the colony after their personal 
fortunes had been realized. But by the middle of the 1610s the situation had begun to 
change, land divisions and expansion o f plantations throughout the region, not just along 
the James River and the Great Charter of 1618 set the stage for private property 
ownership in Virginia (Haile 1998: 37-38). Therefore the colonists were becoming vested 
economically in the land, an opportunity not easily attained in England. Jester notes 
rather succinctly that when “Captain Harvey left Virginia in February or March 1625, he 
carried with him reports from the plantations and replies to sundry questions which give a 
fairly approximate idea as to the condition o f the colony. Among the questions were: how 
many several plantations there be public and privat? What people, men, women and 
children be in each plantation? What houses? What cattle? etc? what corn? What 
fortifications? What arms? What boats? The answers to these questions constitute the 
Muster, which, although dated January-February 1624-25, probably was a final 
compilation and check on information gathered during the seven or eight months period 
following the dissolution o f the Virginia Company... the Muster is a document pertinent 
both to the Company’s administration in Virginia and to the termination of the authority 
o f this private corporation originally composed largely of London Merchants, who, in
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1606, had been granted a Royal charter to establish a colony in the new world” (Jester 
1964: 4)
The English dominance of the region was in a very real sense defined by the 
mandate o f the 1606 charter. The focus o f virtually all activities, economic, political, and 
military in Virginia during the first quarter o f the seventeenth-century was the plantation 
unit contained within the four “corporations” o f Henrico, James City, Charles City and 
Elizabeth City (Barka 1993: 315) and on a daily basis, the 28 core settlements. The 
primary contemporary database in the historical record is the Muster o f 1624-25, which 
relates almost exclusively to the occupation at these settlements, as such it was decided 
that a valid interpretive hypothesis o f the value o f particular elements o f material culture 
could rely on the data presented in the Muster.
The social, political, military, economic systems are so intertwined with the 
records o f the Virginia Company that it became apparent threat these data would provide 
a wealth o f interpretive possibilities. With respect to firearms, the records provided 
insights to how specific types o f were valuable in a variety of contexts. The Muster is the 
most comprehensive documentary source used in this study. As the entire population of 
the colony was hypothetically inventoried in 1624-25, there appears to be an excellent 
opportunity to arrive at conclusions on the firearms available and in current use in 
Virginia at the end o f the first quarter o f the seventeenth-century. Further, this temporal 
marker is important as it really does underscore the new developments happening in 
Virginia and the evolving relationship Virginia has with England. In the mid-1620s 
Virginia had been an established colony for twenty years and it’s survival tested at least 
three times since 1607, including the disastrous events of March 1622 when Native
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Americans killed approximately one quarter o f the European population of Virginia. The
security o f the colony was far from complete, however, it was obvious that there was no
turning back from the English occupation and dominance o f Virginia.
The firearm terminology used in the muster and how these period terms reflect
ignition technology is the central theme of this thesis. The context in which the terms
were used is the Muster, but also other early sources are referred to assist in sorting out
the confusing array of descriptions used by the muster recorders. Barka notes that:
As Hecht and others have pointed out, the Muster is often difficult to deal with 
because similar information is often listed differently, and some of the 
information is undoubtedly biased. Whether or not all settlements were described 
accurately as to the presence or absence of certain features will never be known, 
except possibly through detailed archaeological research (Barka 1993: 313).
Never the less, the Muster is extremely useful in providing a firsthand period insight to 
the terminology o f small arms present in the Virginia Colony in 1624-25. Further, the 
Muster provides a text description of arms by which interpretations of other 
contemporary sources may be formulated. The tangible proof of this hypothesis must, 
however, be obtained from the archaeological record, and at this point in time 
archaeological data is scant indeed. The archaeological analysis is made even more 
difficult by the slim probability o f identifying specific households or locations noted in 
the Muster and having the opportunity to investigate the associated middens. However, 
recent archaeological investigations have identified the probable site o f Kiskiac, a Native 
American village complex of sites along the south bank of the York River. Kiskiac was 
visited by John Smith in 1609 and is likely the site o f the failed Jesuit Mission from the 
1580’s (Blanton et al 2002), it is hoped that this site will yield data that can be related to
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period records. Several other archaeological sites, which contain components related to 
the Virginia Company period, have been tested in past years, but the work is far from 
comprehensive.
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CHAPTER III 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL CONTEXT
The archaeological history of sites dating to the period between 1600 and 1625 is 
highlighted by the investigators desire to find that elusive contact period site, sites which 
display evidence of the early interactions between the English explorers and the Native 
American population. The attempts to locate the original site o f the Jamestown fort dating 
to 1607-09 have been undertaken since the early years of the twentieth-century. The 
National Park Service, who since 1934 has owned most o f Jamestown Island, has had an 
ongoing archaeological presence since then. The 1950s witnessed a series o f large-scale 
excavations on the Island that resulted in the identification of many buildings and 
structures all dating to the seventeenth-century, a time when Jamestown was the Capitol 
o f the Virginia colony. It is ironic that the site of the latest discoveries are in an area 
noted by Cotter (Cotter and Hudson 1957:2) as having the “earliest known armor’s forge 
in North America”. While no deposits dating to the earliest decade of the seventeenth- 
century were identified by the Park Service archaeologists, is seems clear that the current 
investigations being conducted in partnership with the APVA, National Park Service and 
The College of William and Mary, and The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation are 
obtaining data which identified a significant portion of the original fortification and 
associated archaeological features.
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FIREARMS AND THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD
The archaeological investigations at Jamestown Island sites, both current and in 
the past have revealed firearms parts. Other sites dating at least to the end o f the first 
quarter of the seventeenth-century have yielded small but significant arms materials as 
well. Archaeological investigations have revealed firearms materials in deposits dating to 
the first half o f the seventeenth-century, plantations likely associated with the 
archaeological deposits containing gun parts are: Martin’s Hundred; West and Sherley 
hundred 44CC178 (Causeys Care); 44PG65 Pierseys (Flowerdew) Hundred (Barka 1975; 
Deetz 1993); 44PG3; Basses Choyse 44IW13 (Bedell 1990); 44PG300 and 302 Jordan’s 
Journey (McLearan and Mouer 1993), 44JC41 Governor’s Land the Maine (Outlaw 
1990) and 44JC39 Kingsmill Tenement (Kelso 1984).
The artifact inventory for readily identifiable firearm related artifacts is short for 
each o f these sites, however, site 44CC178 has several interesting elements associated 
with the deposits that may indicate forging activities at this site in the late 1620s- early 
1630’s. Jordan’s Point 44PG300 & 302 likewise shares many of the same attributes as 
Causey’s Care, below is a list of identified firearm parts, a comprehensive listing o f all 
iron artifacts from 44CC178, are contained in Appendix B, courtesy o f The Virginia 
Department o f Historic Resources.
44CC178 (Causey’s Care [West and Sherley Hundred], Walter Aston Site)
Snaphaunce locks: 4; 44CC178/37/20-9 (retains pan cover & shield,
sear and external buffer)
(Figs. 5,11-13) 44CC178/6B-1 (completely stripped)
44CC178/37/2C #459 (retains pan cover & 
shield, Battery spring and external buffer) 
44CC178/16/26 (almost complete mechanism, 
cock has flint in jaws)
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Wheel-lock (Fig. 5) 
Pistol barrel (Snaphaunce)
Barrel sections
Snaphaunce cocks
Snaphaunce Battery
Snaphaunce pan 
Triggerguard
Lock/Barrel bolt 
Snaphaunce Main spring 
Cock Jaw Screw 
Trigger (Blank, unfinished)
1; 44CC178/37B-1
1; 44CC178/6-1 #769 (this barrel is complete, 
includes the breech-plug. The tube is 
approximately 10.5 inches long, octagonal, 
tapered and flared at the muzzle. Similar 
with a 1601-dated example in Levens Hall, 
Westmoreland, England) (Godwin 2003:51
fig.7)
3; 44CC178/39/2L-6 
44CC178/42/C-1
44CC178/37/D-5 (muzzle section exhibiting a 
flared bulbous crown and retaining a bead 
and post sight)
4; 44CC178/37/2D-3 (musket size) 
44CC178/37/D-4 (musket size) 
44CC178/37/2D-2 (musket size) 
44CC178/39/3D-1 (pistol size)
4; 44CC178/2/3E#2076-00 (pistol size)
44CC178/37/2B-2 (musket size) 
44CC178/39/1A-1 (musket size)
44CC178/42B-2 (musket size)
1; 44CC178/6/12A 
3; 44CC178/14/4B 
44CC178/17/6-1 
44CC178/16/D-2 
1; 44CC178/12/3/2A-1 
1; 44CC178/16D-1 
1; 44CC178/37/2C-6 #755 
1: 44CC178/39/2L #2083C-00
44PG300 and 302 Jordan’s Journey
Matchlock 
Snaphaunce Lock
Snaphaunce lock plate 
Snaphaunce
Snaphaunce cock 
Snaphaunce battery spring
1; 44PG300,EU614-42 (Fig. 2) Lock is complete 
1; 44PG302/EU1192, F-320-27 (still retains 
pan cover)
1; 44PG300/53B-398, 99, 400 
1; 44PG300/1B390 (heavily eroded but appears to 
be related to the lockGodwin illustrates in 
fig. 25) (Godwin 2003:57)
2; 44PG302/EU2117, F430, S2-145 
44PG300, 52E-94, F-2 #386 
2; 44PG300, 52E-102, #376 
44PG3 02/EU1016, F-409
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Barrel sections
Trigger guard 
Bullet Mould
4; 44PG 300, 901C-3 #398 
44PG302/EU2105-54 
44PG302/EU2095, F-435-121 
44PG302/889/F-320-93 
2; 44PG302/EU2039-89, F435 
44PG302/EU2071, F-435-136 
2; 44PG/EU2117/F-430-74 
44PG/EU2058, F-499-477
Further, several other recorded sites with early seventeenth century deposits have yielded
firearms parts dating to the early seventeenth -century:
44JC41 Governor’s Land the Maine
Triggerguard 1
Snaphaunce sear fragment 1
Gun flint 1
Snaphaunce cock jaw screw 1
44JC39 Kingsmill Tenement
Complete snaphaunce lock 1: (Fig. 3)
44PG65 Piersesys Hundred (Flowerdew)
Snaphaunce Lock 1
Matchlocks 2+/-
Wheel-lock spanners 2
441W13 Basses Choyse
Wheel-lock (fragment) 
Snaphaunce pan 
Snaphaunce Lock fragment 
Snaphaunce battery spring 
Pan (wheel-lock?)
While Site 44CC178 (Causey’s Care) has been destroyed by gravel mining 
operations, a significant effort was made by the Virginia Department o f Historic 
Resources to salvage large portions o f this important archaeological deposit prior to 
mining. This site was located above Eppes Creek a tributary of the James River, in 
Charles City County, Virginia; it was situated approximately 50 meters away from the 
Creek at an elevation of +25 feet above mean sea level. The artifacts uncovered at the site
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place a date range o f between the 1610s and the 1660s. The artifact assemblage in several 
key pit features, 16 and 37 as well as 39 and the general site feature designation 15; 
supports the earlier date range. While the exact function o f these features has not been 
established due to the nature o f the salvage recovery, artifacts such as Dutch trade tokens 
dating to the 1580s were identified as well as sixteenth century French green glazed 
earthenware establish the earlier date of these specific deposits. Significantly the features 
contained a wide variety o f tools and debris associated with metalwork.
Firearm parts dating to the first quarter o f the seventeenth-century were found in 
situ in feature fill. The features containing the majority o f gun related parts were 
characterized by a distinct dark soil noticeably different from the surrounding soil 
substrate. The fill o f Features 16 and 37 was distinctive in that they had lenses of cinder 
and ash that contained artifacts which related to not only gunmaking, but a wide range o f 
iron objects were observed, including large numbers o f keys, scissors, fireplace tools, 
salvaged saw blades, fragments o f files and in one very interesting discovery, a rough 
forged blank for a gun trigger (VDHRNo. 2083C-00) (refer to Appendix B for a 
comprehensive inventory o f all ferrous artifacts). There is a distinct distribution of the 
firearm parts, the two principle features that contained the majority o f the gun parts were 
distinct from other artifact bearing features, this trend may suggest functionally discrete 
areas within the site o f Causey’s Care. The unusual quantity o f firearms related parts in 
the feature fill pointed to the possibility that there was more going on at this site than 
purely discarding o f obsolete gun parts. The presence o f cinder and ash in the feature 
matrix amplified this hypothesis. The collection contains at least parts o f five gunlocks in 
various stages o f disassembly. The gunlock elements exhibit deliberate disassembly, not
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the vestiges o f corrosion or degradation of the iron. The collection o f gunlocks includes a 
wheel-lock, and four snaphaunce locks. Along with the partially disassembled gunlocks 
were snaphaunce cocks, snaphaunce batteries, springs and gun barrel sections. One of the 
barrel sections was the breach end and this section had the breech-plug removed. One 
very interesting barrel is from a pistol; it is tapered and flared, octagonal and still retains 
the breech-plug. This barrel bears a similarity to one found on a snaphaunce pistol dated 
1601 (Godwin 2003a: 51 fig.7), also found were a pistol size cock and battery from a 
snaphaunce. In the artifact assemblage from the site were iron sheet fragments, many 
roughly cut with a size consistent for the production of gunlock “V” springs, 
interestingly there is no evidence o f Matchlock parts in the artifact assemblage in the 
excavated portions of 44CC178.
These last points are important indications of at least one of the possible functions 
o f 44CC178, that being firearms repair or modification, case in point is the barrel with 
the breech-plug removed. Removal o f the breech plug is a task undertaken almost 
certainly by a competent armorer or gunmaker, this is not a task associated with common 
maintenance o f any firearm. Alaric Faulkner identified early seventeenth-century 
gunsmith tools at Fort Pentagoet on Penobscot Bay, Maine, as did Homing and Wehner 
at Structure 24 at Jamestown Virginia (Faulkner and Faulkner 1987; Homing and Wehner 
2001). Structure 24 is associated with the activities o f John Jackson, the earliest recorded 
gunsmith in Virginia (Gill 1974). Removal o f the breech plug from a gun barrel requires 
a specialized wrench that surrounds the tang (rear projection) of the plug and allows for 
the unscrewing o f the plug from the barrel. This particular tool would be expected only in 
an armory. While no specific tool was identified which could be interpreted as a breech-
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plug wrench at 44CC178, numerous other items which would be consistent with a 
gunsmiths tool assemblage were identified at Causey’s Care, including hammer heads, 
files, tongs, shears and drift punches. It seems likely therefore that 44CC178 was an area 
where specialized manufacturing activities were taking place, gunsmithing included. 
While there are no records that name a gunsmith in residence in this part o f West and 
Shirley Hundred, the archaeological evidence is compelling as an inference as to the 
repair and possible production of flint arms in the first half of the seventeenth-century, 
possibly as early as the 1620s or early 1630s.
The Commonwealth o f Virginia, Department of Historic Resources, has prepared 
a comprehensive overview of all the known information gathered as o f 1996 of Virginia 
Company period sites, both English and Native American to assess the potential for 
archaeological integrity and possible long-term preservation (Turner and Opperman 
1996). This assessment contains detailed summaries of each of over 150 Powhatan and 
English settlements. What are important about the data presented in this assessment are 
not only the summary documentation, but also the assessment of potential survival of 
archaeological deposits that may relate to Virginia Company period sites represented in 
the Muster.
An interesting example o f a multifaceted location described in the historic record 
in detail and possibly retaining depositional integrity that could be tested 
archaeologically, is Treasurer's Plantation. In the 1610s Treasurer's consisted of about 
650 acres “on all sides square 1 mile”(Nugent 1974: 1,4). By the time of the Muster of 
1624-25 this was one of the best-equipped Plantations in Virginia. It consisted of three 
distinct settlements, which may indicate differing specific uses o f the Bainham, Sandy,
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and Grindon tracts. Each settlement is noted to contain a fort, two having ordnance a 
variety o f houses, including a “House framed for silk worms” (Jester1964: 40) and a 
population o f 32 men, four women, and four children. The Muster notes also that there 
were the following categories o f firearms; Peece, 30; Peece Fixt, 10 and 3 pistols (Fig. 15 
for illustrations of types); (Appendix A). The area on which the various components o f 
the Plantation are located is currently under cultivation and has been historically for 
many years. There is an excellent probability that major components o f this Plantation are 
intact, although no sites are known at present. Intensive archaeological survey of the 
portions closest to the James River would likely provide evidence of this early 
occupation. Therefore this area may in fact be a good choice for archaeological testing, 
not only for identification o f ca. 1625 archaeological deposits, but also to assess the 
categories of items listed in the Muster, specifically regarding firearms to assess whether 
there is evidence for the snaphaunce = Peece thesis.
In 1620 Samuel Jordan received a patent for four hundred and fifty acres, three 
hundred and eighty eight o f which constitute the distinctive landform presently known as 
Jordan's Point located on the south bank o f the James River in Prince George County.
The land patented by Jordan, which bears his name, was occupied at the time of the 1622 
uprising. John Smith noted that “Master Samuel Jordan gathered together but a few of the 
straglers about him at Beggars-bush, where he fortified and lived in despite o f the 
enemy”, the importance of this notation is that it points to the a complex relating to the 
occupied during the Company period that is located within the original patent and was 
noted as a landmark through the seventeenth century (Nugent 1974: 68).
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The census o f 1623 lists the inhabitants as twenty-four men, twelve women, and 
six children (Hotten 1962: 171). By the time the Muster o f 1624-25 was taken the 
population was thirty-five men, twelve women, and nine children. The population was 
divided into fifteen individual households occupying twenty-two buildings (Turner and 
Opperman 1996; 8-32/33). Jordan's point landform contains a well-known and long 
identified archaeological complex of sites. It wasn't until recently however that attempts 
at systematically investigating the landform known as Jordan's Point were implemented 
by the professional archaeological community. The lack o f a comprehensive 
archaeological survey limits the interpretation of the area defined as Jordan's Point which 
represents a portion o f the 388 acre tract o f land originally controlled by Samuel Jordan. 
While there are several recorded sites located on the point two in particular have 
components that may indeed date to the Company period (44PG300, 44PG302). The 
recent construction and development o f this area of Jordan’s Point has undoubtedly 
compromised the potential for a detailed analysis o f the site complex, but what is 
compelling is the arms noted in the Muster; Snaphance Peece 3, Peece 15, Peece fixt 22 
and 1 petronel.
The areas east and west o f the Hampton River are densely populated, therefore the 
likelihood of identifying Virginia Company period sites or even deposits is remote 
(Turner and Opperman 1996: 6-5/6 and 6-11/15), therefore Elizabeth Cittie and its 
components as described in the Muster are probably heavily impacted. However, if sites 
associated with Elizabeth Cittie that date to the first quarter of the seventeenth-century, 
were to be identified it would be interesting to conduct an analysis o f firearm material 
from an archaeological context and compare those data with the Muster. The Muster
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inventory for all o f Elizabeth Cittie lists: 11 Matchcokes (4 roules of match in the same 
muster Capt. John Martin), 29 Snaphaunces, 299 Peeces, 2 Peeces Sevicable, 34 pistolls 
and 2 Petronell present in 1624-25.
A total o f 375 firearms are listed in the inventory for Elizabeth Cittie, this 
accounts for fully 36 percent o f all firearms listed in the Muster for the entire colony. 
Elizabeth Cittie, therefore, plays an important role with regard to any analysis o f firearms 
analysis based on Muster records. It is significant to note that of 375 firearms noted in the 
muster only 11 are listed as Matchcockes and in that same Muster listing is the only 
mention o f “roules of match”. Further, of note is the fact that the Muster listing of 
matchlocks at locations in the Virginia Company portion o f Elizabeth City east o f the 
Hampton River. This pattern means that matchlocks are listed at the locations of Forts 
Henry and Charles. This entry for Elizabeth Cittie provides a platform for supporting the 
position that the matchlock, not only was a rarity in Virginia by 1625, but shows up in the 
vicinity o f forts, and that the descriptive terms o f Peece, petronell, Peeces Fixt, 
serviceable, not fixt and certainly Snaphaunce, all refer to self-igniting arms.
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CHAPTER IV
ARMS ANALYSIS OF THE VIRGINIA COMPANY MUSTER OF 1624-25
Documentary sources from the late sixteenth and early seventeenth-century do not 
clearly or consistently, define firearm topologies in sufficient detail so as to allow the 
modern reader to assess whether a “peece” or “gone” is a self-igniting type or a 
matchlock, let alone whether it refers to snaphaunce or wheel-lock, or even particular 
form o f firearm. Therefore, in an attempt to provide an approach that is intended to 
clarify period firearm definitions, historic records were analyzed by taking the original 
author's descriptive reference to firearms and comparing that description within the 
context in which the term is being used. By taking this comparative approach an 
interpretation o f the historic term can be formed which relates to a modem definition.
The best and most comprehensive surviving document that categorically lists 
possession at the individual level for colonists in Virginia is the Muster o f 1624-25 
conducted immediately prior to the dissolution o f The Virginia Company o f Virginia.
The muster lists in detail the type o f items being inventoried as well as the quantity. It 
was this attention to detail that highlighted the Muster as the best primary source 
document to assist in conducting an interpretation o f firearms represented in Virginia 
during the first quarter of the seventeenth-century. While the Muster serves as the 
benchmark for developing interpretations o f the terminology it must be remembered that 
several individuals took the inventory, Captain John Harvey (future two term Governor
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of Virginia), John Pory, Abraham Peirsey and Samuel Mathews conducted the inventory, 
and likely not in conjunction with one another, which begs the question of consistency o f 
terms used and recordation standards (Barka 1993: 313). Inconsistencies are especially 
notable with regard to firearms. There are several terms in the Muster that undoubtedly 
refer to a particular type o f gun or ignition devise but are difficult to ascribe to a modem 
typological definition. Therefore a seventeenth-century context for arms terminology 
needed to be developed that would assist in establishing an accurate interpretive 
definition o f a particular gun type.
By Using the Muster and working form other period discussion on firearms, 
consistent details emerge that suggest that specific descriptive terms can be applied to 
particular types o f firearms and ignition types and help to overcome the inherent 
inconsistencies o f these documents. One such contemporary document is the discussion 
o f the “Crown Gift” of 1622, provided by the government to the Colonists after the 
disastrous Native American uprising o f 1622. The contemporary descriptions o f the items 
contained in the shipment includes 1200 obsolete firearms and assorted other military 
supplies, an assumption can be made that firearm terminology would not have changed 
significantly in such a short period, and therefore would be a reliable source to use in 
developing a definition analysis o f firearm terms.
In an attempt to clarify the Muster as a detailed and comprehensive inventory of 
firearms in Virginia in i624-25, each inventory in the Muster was listed individually 
noting the type o f firearm and quantity o f each in the possession of individuals and these 
data are presented in Appendix A. There have been several charts presented in earlier 
studies, however these arms tallies focused on communities rather than individuals in the
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Muster. The point o f preparing the chart in this paper was to try and direct attention 
towards questions of personal ownership o f firearms and how relating gross quantity by 
settlement/ community may suggest misleading interpretations of the purpose for either 
large quantities o f firearms (i.e. Elizabeth Cittie) or seemingly small numbers (Colledge 
Lands Henrico). The simple fact seems to be that with rare exceptions, each individual 
owned one long gun (e.g. Peece) possibly two. It seems therefore that there was 
approximately one gun per adult male in Virginia in 1624-25 when the Muster was taken. 
Other interesting aspects o f the arms inventory become apparent by looking at the Muster 
o f firearms at the individual level. Taken day-by-day the Muster shows some interesting 
trends. There is a fairly consistent listing of firearm types for each cluster o f people 
inventoried. For instance there is very little jumping around o f firearm terminology while 
a particular muster was being taken. If  the person recording the Muster for a community 
begins with, the number o f “Peeces” that description seems to hold through a long list of 
inventories. Likewise if there is a listing for “Peeces Fixt” they are all “Peeces Fixt” 
throughout that portion o f the inventory. One o f the most telling listings occurs in 
Elizabeth Cittie. There are four inventories for Snaphaunces in a row for a total of 29 
“Snaphaunce Peeces”, but the Muster notes eighteen adult men within these four 
inventories, therefore if a purely quantitative analysis is made it looks as though there are 
four individuals who are preparing for armed conflict, when in fact, it seems as though 
we are really looking at an average of 1.5 “Snaphaunce Peeces” per man as opposed to 
one person owning twenty four o f these long arms.
There also may be a correlation between the person who actually conducted the 
inventory and their specific knowledge o f armament. It seems reasonable that if each of
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the four men conducting the muster understood a commonly used term like Peece, which 
meant any heavy long arm, fired from the shoulder there would be no variation as to how 
these guns were listed. In fact we see Peeces, Peeces Fixt, Peeces Not Fixt, Snaphaunce, 
and Snaphaunce Peeces uniformly identified separately. There are no cases of 
overlapping o f the terms noted above. The only overlap occurs with “Matchcockes”, 
“Petronell” and “Pistoll” each therefore a distinct firearm; different from any variation o f 
“Peece”
The muster includes the following descriptive terms: Snaphaunce, Snaphaunce 
peeces, Match-cocks, Pistoll, Pistole, Peeces, Peeces Fixt, Petronell, Peeces Serviceable 
and Peeces not Fixt. All o f these terms have or rather had a distinct descriptive meaning 
to the authors o f the Muster. Some are not particularly difficult to interpret, as they are 
terms still understood by arms specialists and their contemporary use still describes the 
same firearm type or form. An obvious example is the terms “pistol” and “pistole” as 
they appear in the Muster. These terms undoubtedly represent a period spelling variation 
o f the current English term, pistol that describes a small handgun capable of being fired 
using one hand (Fig. 15). Further, the term as used in the Muster probably describes two 
ignition types, the snaphaunce and the wheel-lock. These two forms were the only 
practical ignition types adapted to the pistol in Europe during the first quarter o f the 
seventeenth century (Blackmore 1985). Also, “Match-cocks” as listed in the Muster 
describe in all probability the matchlock, as we understand the type today, i.e. that being 
a large frill-stocked, smooth bored arm fired from the shoulder and possibly requiring a 
support to aid in aiming the weapon.
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The derivation of the term petronell will be dealt with later in the paper, but it is 
important to note here that this is one of the descriptive terms that can, and have been the 
source o f much confusion and misinterpretation by those trying to interpret the firearms 
o f this period using the Muster and other contemporary documents. It is interpreted by 
Jester to be a firearm form rather than an ignition type (Jester 1964: 36). It is mistakenly 
defined as a small arm fired from the chest and represents a horseman’s carbine (Fig.4). I 
propose that the term is a describing an ignition type, the wheel-lock and is a firearm o f 
carbine size that is hung from a sling, which crosses the breast i.e., hung from the chest, 
not fired from it.
The confusion continues with the definition of Snaphaunce and the various 
qualifiers for the arm type labeled “peeces”. Some early authors suggest peeces fixt as 
meaning conversion o f matchlocks to a flintlock (Brown, 1980; Jester 1964). However, 
there is no direct evidence, either archaeologically or in document sources for this ever 
occurring in Europe let alone the frontier o f Virginia. Conversion from one flint type to 
another would be much more likely; this would mean that the firearm type we currently 
define as a snaphaunce could be converted to the English-lock Type I (Fig. 15); (Straube 
1990). Current research indicates however, that conversions o f this type must not have 
been common until the end of the 1620s and into the 1630s. By the 1640s the English 
lock had evolved into a very distinctive form that bore little if any resemblance to the 
snaphaunce, a 1644 painting illustrates very clearly a pistol in this Type II English Lock 
form (Godwin et al 2003a: 91). It seems probable that mechanical developments had 
taken place during this period to the point that the snaphaunce, conversion of 
snaphaunces to English-locks and the Type I English-lock were on their way out o f the
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scene by the end o f the 1640s. Therefore we are left with these enigmatic ca 1625 terms 
to interpret, but the evidence points to the snaphaunce being a solid 1610s-20s (Fig. 14) 
firearm and the rare conversions would overlap that period briefly into the 30s ultimately 
being replaced by mid-century with the English-lock Type II (Godwin Et Al 2003a&b).
It can therefore be postulated that the terms appearing in the Muster as 
“Snaphaunce”, “peeces” and “peeces fixt” are all equivalent and represent the ignition 
type we currently understand as a snaphaunce, ie: a flintlock arm with a separate battery 
and pan cover. If this is a correct assumption, the arms represented in the Muster indicate 
that by 1625 approximately 94 percent o f all firearms in Virginia were Snaphaunces, 0.5 
percent were wheel-locks and matchlocks representing 5.4percent.
The Muster provides numerous indications that this combining of terms may be 
appropriate. For example in the muster for Captain Ralph Hamer at Hog Island shows 
“Peeces, 5: Musketts Matchlocks, 6”. At Martins Hundred the muster for William 
Harwood indicates, “ Peeces Fixt, 10: Matchcocks, 25 ...” and that o f Ellis Emerson 
shows “Peeces Fixt, 1: Matchcock, 1...” (Appendix A). It is not known who took what 
specific inventory, however, there is a consistency and what appears to be a deliberate 
attempt to distinguish between various types of firearms, especially by singling out the 
Matchlock from other types of firearms. The same distinction is true for pistols, for 
example the muster o f Edward Barkley at Hog Island includes “Peeces, 3: Pistoll, 1" 
(Appendix A). Most likely however this difference relates to a major size and functional 
difference as a pistol would refer to a hand held firearm normally carried in the belt or in 
saddle holsters.
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There is little likelihood that the pistols referred to in the muster are anything but 
true snaphaunces or wheel-locks, as European matchlock handguns are virtually non­
existent (Blackmore 1985). The muster o f Nathaniel Basse lists the following arms: 
“peeces, 7; pistols, 2; petrenell, 1" (Appendix A), here again is a distinction between 
firearm types, pistols either snaphaunce or wheel-lock is distinguished by size in all 
probability, with the term petrenell indicating a wheel-lock long arm and “peeces” 
indicating snaphaunce long arms.
The musters for Elizabeth City provide an interesting insight to the description of 
arms that may be supportive o f viewing all references to “peeces” as Snaphaunces. The 
muster o f William Tucker includes “Snaphaunce peeces, 24; pistols, 4...” John 
Downeman's includes “Snaphaunce peeces,” as does John Layden and William Cole. 
Miles Prickett and the remainder of the individuals represented in the muster are shown 
as owning “peeces” (Appendix A).
No muster includes the term “snaphaunce” or, “snaphaunce peece” with any other 
reference to “peece” or “peece fixt”. Further, if a qualifier exists with a Matchlock it is 
“Musketts” not “peece”. Reference to “Peeces” as a qualifier exist only with listing for 
the Snaphaunce, therefore I feel it is safe to assume that “Snaphaunce”, “Snaphaunce 
Peeces”, “Peeces” and “Peeces Fixt" refer to the modem definition o f the snaphaunce, a 
flintlock ignition form that incorporates a sliding pan cover.
The only reference to “Peeces not Fixt” is found in the muster o f Edward Blaney, 
it contains the following: “Peeces serviceable, 11 and pistolls; Peeces not Fixt, 8; Murder, 
1: Chambers, 2: Match cocks, 10; Match, 6”. In this inventory I interpret “Peeces not 
Fixt” as the opposite o f “Peeces serviceable” i.e.: arms in disrepair or unready for
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immediate service, not an unconverted firearm ignition devise, as may be assumed by an 
earlier interpretation.
Further evidence for this hypothesis is the separate listing of 10 "match cocks”. If 
indeed “Peeces not Fixt" equated to unconverted matchlocks they should be included 
with the inventory for Match Cocks. The terms Snaphaunce, Peeces and Peeces Fixt 
never are used concurrently in individual musters and seem to be interchangeable 
descriptions for what we now commonly call the Snaphaunce.
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CHAPTER V 
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
The previous discussions have served to illustrate characteristics o f firearms 
technology as well as terminology in the context of the period documents. Specifically, in 
the Muster o f 1624-25 the terms used by the individuals conducting the inventories is a 
wealth o f information, not only for the identification of the firearms possessed by early 
Virginia English colonists but also how firearms (as well as other items) were described 
by contemporaries.
The terminology used in the inventory is not as clear as one may think. Historians 
of arms and colonial history have traditionally used documents, such as the Muster, as a 
literal, insiders view to the arms terminology o f early seventeenth-century. These period 
documents provide a valuable insight into our understanding of firearms in the 
seventeenth-century, however, it is a disservice to these written resources, when the terms 
o f three hundred and fifty years ago are equated almost unquestioned in the last half o f 
the twentieth century to terms which usually have their derivation no earlier than the 
eighteenth century (Spencer 1992). It is important to discuss any firearms analysis in the 
context o f period documents, and relate modem interpretations to the firearms found 
archaeologically. The premise used in this paper is to take an analytical view of the 
terminology contained in the Muster and compare that data with period definitions and 
contrast these to the accepted terms and definitions, it was then hoped that a value
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judgment could be derived as to what those archaic terms actually mean as definitions of 
gun ignition types, and in turn apply those interpretations to archaeological data.
The terms for peece, peeces fixt serviceable, not fixtd and petronell present the 
most intriguing interpretive problems. Typically an arms researcher equates the term 
piece to a gun o f any type, further, piece can be used as an adjective describing a 
particular form of firearm, such as ‘fowling piece’. A 1617 dictionary entry provides the 
following definition o f peece: “a fowling PEECE, or hand-gunne” (Minsheu 1617:354), 
which indicates the more generic use o f the term peece, which interestingly, is consistent 
with modem use o f the term. Also, the antiquated term for a military musket can also be 
“piece” or “peece”.
Eighteenth-century references to arms will often contain the term piece, usually in 
the context of a musket or fowler. By the eighteenth-century the flint ignition type most 
widely accepted in Northern Europe and England was the French or true flintlock. 
Therefore the term piece was not a descriptive term for the ignition type but rather, was 
synonymous with the concept o f “gun” (Minsheu 1617: 354).
In the seventeenth-century, particularly the first quarter, the term conveyed a duel 
meaning. Not only does the term refer to a form of firearm, but also to the ignition type. 
Therefore I disagree with the concept of the term peece equating to muskets (defined as 
matchlocks) and peeces fixt referring to matchlocks which have been converted into 
some other type of ignition form (Jester; 1964:), or to the true flintlock as Brown 
postulates (1980:84). There is no archaeological evidence that the flintlock (combined 
battery and pan cover) was present in Virginia during the first quarter o f the seventeenth- 
century.
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A more accurate interpretation is that “peece” and “peeces fixt" as well as “peeces 
not fixt” all refer to a specific ignition type, the snaphaunce. The qualifier “fixt” and “not 
fixt” possibly refer to accoutrements, such as a plug bayonet, powder flask, horn, etc. 
comprising a unit ready for use. The rationale for this view is found in the Muster under 
the entries for ammunition and supplies (Barka 1993). These entries are very specific as 
to what was present while the inventory was being taken, thus the entries for powder, 
shot, lead, etc. given in bulk amounts, suggest that the figures could not represent 
individual horns or flasks of powder and shot. Therefore I think it may be reasonable to 
interpret the term “fixt” etc. as an indication of individual portions of powder and shot in 
a quantity sufficient to allow the arm to be used (Onions 1955: 707). Also, there is no 
indication o f any cartridge boxes, flasks, horns, etc. in the Muster, this may be assumed 
to be additional evidence that the qualifier 'fixed' refers to a gun with powder and shot 
sufficient to be of immediate service. The Oxford Universal Dictionary notes in a 1638 
definition o f fixed: “Prepared, put in order” (Onions 1955: 707) and goes on to provide 
this example o f its contemporary usage “Fixed ammunition: a charge of powder and shot 
enclosed together in a wrapper or case ready for loading”. A 1663 definition of the term 
states: "To adjust, make ready for use” (Onions 1955: 707). These period definitions 
provide a valuable insight to the context in which the term was used as a qualifier to 
“peece”.
The term 'not fixed' may refer to either o f two scenarios. One being that there is a 
partial assemblage of powder and/or shot. Or, the individual recording the inventory used 
this term as a qualifier to indicate that there were no associated accoutrements with the 
gun that would allow for its immediate use. In either case however, I am of the opinion
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that these two terms are a reflection o f firearms as a functional unit rather than as a 
reference to repaired guns or modifications to an arms conversion as Brown suggests. In 
checking period dictionary references, no indication was noted that “fixed” etc. related to 
firearm type, but rather are terms associated with the trappings o f firearms.
The term “petronell” as used in the context o f the Muster and in the early 
seventeenth-century in general poses some very interesting interpretive possibilities. As 
mentioned in previous chapters it is my hypothesis that the term petronell has been 
misunderstood, therefore, misused by arms collectors and historians for many years. The 
most common definition o f petronell in the arms literature describes a form of gun that 
has a sharp downward curving buttstock, designed to be fired from the chest (Fig. 4). The 
word derivation has usually been attributed to the French word poitrine referring to the 
chest. This distinctive form of arm, in reality, could not have been effectively fired by 
positioning it one ones chest. Most likely it was used as a large pistol, possibly from 
horseback.
The term petronel as used to describe the gun by its mode of firing is probably a 
result o f arms researchers using the incorrect root word as a basis for developing a 
definition o f the term. Most guns that exhibit the distinctive style o f the petronell have a 
variety o f ignition types, including matchlocks and snaphaunces. The more likely 
derivation o f the term, particularly as it is used in early seventeenth century contexts, is 
from the Spanish word 'pedemal'. Lavin (Lavin 1965) provides a compelling argument 
for this being the case. Lavin notes that the records of a mid-sixteenth-century auction 
lists “two dozen flint stones (piedras de pedemal) for arqubuses”, which given the period
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o f this reference, it is likely that the reference is to the wheelock, i.e. an ignition type, not 
a form of gun.
Although the production o f wheel-locks was virtually unknown in Spain in the
sixteenth-century the form was present, probably imported from Germany. In the account
o f Gil Sanchez de Bazan, Keeper o f the Jewels to Prince Felipe, are listed “two arquebus
locks (Haves) which his Highness bought in Madrid before he went to Germany" the
entry was made before 1548. The term Have referred only to the wheel-lock until the
advent o f the snap-lock made it necessary to add a descriptive adjective to differentiate
between the types (Lavin 1965: 51). If  one takes the description piedras de pedernal as
the stones necessary to the operation of the wheel-lock arquebuses then "arcabnx de
pedernal” was synonymous with arcabuz con su Have, and both referred to the wheel-
lock or Have de pedemal" (Lavin 1965: 52).
The interpretation o f the term petronel as equating to the wheel-lock also helps to
address the fact that even though the wheel-lock was known to be present in the Virginia
colony during this period (Fig. 5), there is no mention o f them in the Muster. Sir John
Smythe notes in his Certain Discourses Military 1590, in discussing the merits of
firearms being used from horseback, provides the most compelling period verification
that, indeed the term petronel equates to the wheel-lock;
"And also, putting their touch-powder into the pans o f their pieces, although there 
be no wind to disperse the same, yet upon every motion o f their horses they are 
ready to pout the powder beside their pans. And if  their pieces be petronels, then 
i f  their stones should happen to break or not to stand right in their cocks, 
whereby they shouldfail to strike ju st upon the wheels, being firelocks, 
(emphasis added) or upon the hammers or steels, if they be snaphaunces.. .(Hale 
1964: 115).
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This quote provides the best period documentation for the interpretation o f the term 
petronel equating to the wheel-lock, combined with the derivation of the word from 
Spanish, there is little doubt that the listing for petronel in the Muster is referring to the 
wheel-lock.
The term snaphaunce is somewhat less ambiguous, however, there is the potential 
for confusion as to the specific type of ignition when a particular descriptive adjective is 
used. There is no evidence that the true flintlock form, which has an integral battery and 
pan cover and a fully internal vertical pivoting sear that engages the notched tumbler, was 
present in Virginia until the beginning of the second quarter o f the seventeenth-century. 
That fact alone would indicate that the snaphaunce listed in the Muster is in fact the 
snaphaunce ignition type that has a separate battery and pan cover.
In the early seventeenth-century, the French flintlock was in its developmental 
stages (Gusler & Lavin 1977: 15), and not widely disseminated. There were however 
several variations o f the flintlock form in sufficient quantities for common use 
specifically the English lock and several forms of Portuguese flintlocks (Daehnhardt 
1978) until late in the second quarter o f the century. This would support an interpretation 
that the snaphaunce listed in the Muster and other contemporary seventeenth century 
documents was indeed the snaphaunce ignition type, as we understand it today.
One period reference to the snaphaunce also refers to it as a firelock (Minsheu 
1617: 454). The term firelock however, is usually reserved for the wheel-lock in many 
period references. Recent authors have interpreted the term as referring to a flintlock, 
probably due to the commonly encountered references in the eighteenth-century where
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the term firelock was associated with the true flintlock, which adds to the confusion o f 
what exactly are the expected flint arms in the early part o f the seventeenth-century.
There are also some enigmatic references that can provide some confusion as to 
what is being described. A case in point is found in the inventory o f items to supply 35 
men for Smythe's Hundred entered into the records o f the Virginia Company on May 18, 
1618: “Twenty Musketts. 10 with snapphammers, & 10 without and moulded onto them". 
The meaning o f “without [snapphammers] and moulded onto them” is not clear, however 
a 1603 definition o f Mould states “to create, produce, or form, out o f  certain elements or 
material, or upon a certain pattern; also to plan, design, Also with” (Onions 1955). It is 
difficult to visualize how this could relate to ignition type, such as matchlocks or wheel- 
locks. This may in-fact be an indication o f incomplete weapons that would be assembled 
in the Colony; at Jamestown by a gunsmith (Jackson?) as this description is part o f a 
comprehensive invoice for outfitting men being sent to the colony (Kingsbury 1933:96).
The Virginia Company records further note in 1620 the account for furnishing the 
ship “Supply” as listing 9 muskets "wherof 6 are with snaphanses" which leaves three 
unaccounted for as to ignition type. However, interestingly there is a listing for lqtr of 
. 100 match included in this purchase from Bristol. Also on the account are 8 Callivers 
and an additional musket. (Kingsbury 1933: 385). The possible argument for a matchlock 
interpretation o f the three unspecified muskets is the record for the “Supply” list match 
cord in the invoice, and as the Muster clearly indicates, match and Matchlocks are 
consistently listed together. Sending incomplete arms for assembly in the Colony would 
probably be reflected as a separate entry in the inventory, such as the “Supply” inventory
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entry for "2 sives to make gunpowder in Virginia”. In both cases the listings indicate the 
majority o f arms as being the snaphaunce musket.
The archaeological record, as limited as it is, does indeed show that the majority 
of firearm ignition types found on early seventeenth century sites are the snaphaunce.
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSION
This paper is an attempt to provide a better understanding o f the firearms in use in 
Virginia in the years immediately preceding the devolvement o f the Virginia Company in 
the mid-1620s. There have always been popular beliefs as to what arms were being used 
by these early colonists. The archaeological evidence is sparse for this period and firearm 
components in the few sites known are rare. Only a few complete gunlocks and a modest 
quantity o f arms furniture have been recovered in an archaeological context that is 
reliably dated to the first quarter o f the seventeenth-century. What is apparent from the 
few specimens known is that all ignition types available in the period are indeed present 
archaeologically on Virginia sites and the greatest number are snaphaunces.
What I attempted to accomplish in this study was to pose some answers to the 
questions associated with firearm use between 1607 through 1625. The period documents 
were assessed using new interpretations o f historic or period arms terminology. What is 
presented here does not constitute new information, but rather, a new approach to 
understanding these period documents.
Period dictionaries provided a wealth of insight for placing the interpretations o f 
terms in a correct period context. It would have been difficult to arrive at any meaningful 
analysis o f the arms terminology had these dictionary sources not been available.
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Likewise, Smyths treatise on the military, which in one long, rambling paragraph, 
established the period verification of the petronel equating to the wheel-lock.
The most significant interpretation to be postulated in the paper is the hypothesis 
that the term 'peece’, in all likelihood, refers to the snaphaunce, and is not merely a 
generic label for a wide variety o f firearms. If  the Muster is viewed in the light of this 
model, over 90 percent of the guns listed are self-igniting flint arms. Gone forever are the 
theories that have the majority o f the inhabitants in Colonial Virginia armed with 
matchlock guns and that the snaphaunce was a rarity in the Colony. The Muster and other 
documents portray the colonists as recognizing the necessity o f efficient modem firearms 
for defensive as well as offensive purposes. The concept o f establishing a viable financial 
enterprise without the benefits o f the proper equipment doesn't make sense. I believe it 
has been difficult for many researchers to come to grips with the traditional concept of 
the Virginia Company investors supplying the inhabitants o f the colony with firearms 
unsuited for the demands of the frontier.
In Virginia during the first quarter of the seventeenth-century the vast majority o f 
firearms in the hands of colonists were the snaphaunce. The matchlock is well 
documented, but I suspect that it was relegated to the role o f a secondary defensive 
weapon. Therefore one would expect to find this arm only at the fortified settlements and 
subsequently used as a piece of light ordnance. The gun o f choice and therefore most 
prevalent and most likely to be encountered archaeologically would be the snaphaunce. 
These interpretations provide a new concept as to the importance of efficient, practical 
and specialized guns to be used in the context o f the early Virginia frontier, and that the 
archaeological record supports these assumptions.
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FIGURES
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Fig. 1 Location o f Virginia Company Sites as discussed in the Muster of 1624-25
(Source: Hatch 1957)
N V 3 0 0  O U N V H V
Fig. 2 Matchlock from Jordan’s Point, 44PG300/614-42
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Fig. 3 Snaphaunce lock from Kingsmill Tennement 44JC39 
(Virginia Department of Historic Resources)
Fig. 4 Illustration of the 1584 dated English 
Snaphaunce petronell, note similarity 
to Fig. 3 (Godwin et al 2003a)
4 The earliest English snaphance known, a petronel dated 1584. 
(National Museum, Copenhagen, No. 10428)
Fig. 5 Wheel-lock from Causey’s Care 44CC178, x-ray view. This is likely a French 
or Dutch lock, similar examples are illustrated in Decorated Firearms 1540-1870 
(Gussler and Lavin 1977: 18, 66)
Fig. 6 Snaphaunce lock fragment from Causey’s Care 44CC178; x-ray view. The 
style o f this lock is difficult to discern due to the fragmentary nature o f its condition, 
it is interesting to note that it still retains the flint in the cock jaws.
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2 A typical English snaphance lock, c1610 (safety catch missing) 
(Bristol City Museum)
Fig. 7 & 8 Interior and exterior
Views o f ca. 1610* snaphaunce 
Locks (Godwin et al 2003a)
3 Interior of the above lock. Note the wheellock-type 2-piece sear 
and sliding pan-cover. The push-rod, which is attached to the 
tumbler and opens the pan-cover as the cock falls, can be 
clearly seen . (Bristol City Museum)
11 Snaphance lock, c1630-40. The slim design of the lockplate 
.jDCQhabJv. reflects _a. later d ate  ref. ma nu facte re -,(Ha tdwick. HaJ | 
Derbyshire-National Trust)
Fig. 9&10 Interior and exterior 
Views o f ca. 1630-40*
Snaphaunce locks.
(Godwin et al 2003a)
*note the subtle changes in the 
lock-plate design and sear position.
12 Interior of the lock in Fig.11. The sear springs are mounted in 
an unusual position, above the sears. (Hardwick Hall, 
Derbyshire - National Trust).
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Fig. 11 and 12 Snaphaunce lock-plates from Causey’s Care 44CC178 x-ray views 
These two images provide a graphic illustration o f the screw and attachment holes 
associated with snaphaunce lock construction. Note the sliding pan cover on Fig. 11 
and the shadow for the pan attachment on Fig. 12.
»
Fig. 13 Snaphaunce lock from 
Causey’s Care 44CC178 
x-ray view
10 English snaphance lock, c1620, of common form but
incorporating a dog-catch. (Private collection UK)
Fig. 14 Snaphaunce lock ca 1620. Note similarity o f lock-plate style to that of Fig. 13, 
particularly the rear fmial and the top profile o f each lock-plate. (Godwin et al 2003 a)
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Fig. 15 Page from catalogue of English Arms 20th Park Lane Arms Fair, London 
(Godwin 2003b)
This figure illustrates the expected form of pistol that would have been used in 
Virginia during the early seventeenth-century. Of note is entry 1, this relic pistol 
shows clearly the parts of a pistol in the correct configuration without the wood stock 
obscuring the relationships. Also, this figure illustrates the Type I English-lock from 
around the 1635 as a comparison to the snaphaunce locks discussed in the text.
A Loan Exhibition from the Royal Armouries and Private Collections
curated by
BRIAN GODWIN, DAVID OLIVER, MARTIN PEGLER AND 
ROBERT C. WOOSNAM-SAVAGE
1
An English snaphaunce pistol, circa 1580.
Royal Armouries XII.4180.
In its original form this was a pistol of some quality 
and sophistication. It has a pan cover that opens 
automatically as the cock falls and on the end of the 
iron lockplate is a pivoting safety catch. There is a long 
narrow belt hook fitted to the sideplate. The cock and 
steel were once finely scroll engraved.
Overall length: 185/i<> inches. Barrel length: 11 'A inches.
Calibre: .58 inch.
Provenance: Found on the Thames foreshore at 
Queenhithe. Purchased from M r J.
Matthews, South Australia.
Literature: H.L. Blackmore, The Queenhithe Pistol,
2
An English snaphaunce pistol, circa 1600.
Royal Armouries XII. 1823.
This small pistol exhibits much of its original finery 
with its fluted barrel and flared fluted muzzle, which 
still retains traces of gold damascening. The stock is 
probably of walnut and is heavily inlaid with horn and 
mother of pearl, it has a button trigger but no trigger 
guard. Such small pistols were known as ‘pocket dags.’
Overall length: 11 'A inches. Barrel length: 6'A inches.
Calibre: .45 inch.
Provenance: Formerly in the collection of J. T. Hooper and acquired with assistance from the National Art Collections Fund 
from Christie’s London, 1971.
Literature: A. V. B. Norman and G. M, Wilson, Treasures from  the Tower o f  London, Norwich 1982. p 7 5 .1. D. D. Eaves.
‘Further notes on the pistol in the early 17th century’, Journal o f  the Arms and Armour Society 1987, Vol. VIII. 
No 5, pp. 283-5.
H. L. Blackmore, English Pistols, London 1985 pp. 8 & 33.
3
A detached TVpe 1 English lock, circa 1635.
“The English Lock: its Origins and Development”,
Figs. 25 & 26
An early example of the Type 1 English lock. Its overall 
form, including the trapezoid lockplate, decorative 
finials and the use internally of a 2-piece horizontally 
acting sear, are characteristic of the English snaphance, 
from which it evolved. An unusual feature is the spring- 
controlled dog-catch (dog missing): the long controlling 
spring can be seen below the cock.
Overall length 8 inches. (Private collection UK)
Literature: B. C. Godwin, “An English Lock Variant”, Arms Collecting, Vol. 35, No.4, 1997, pp. 121
10th Park Lane Arms Fair Catalogue, London 1993, pp. 17-23.
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IVENTORY OF FIREARMS BY INDIVIDUAL IN
THE MUSTER 
CORPORATION OF COLLEDGE-LAND 
(Henrico)
Peece Not Match
Peece Peeces Fixt Fixt Snaphaunce cocke Petronell Pistoll
Richard Davis 4
Robert Lapworth 1
John Watson 1
William Brownigge 1
Mathew Edlow 1
William Weldon 1
Ezekiah Raughton 1
Margaret his wife 1
William Price 1
Robert Campton 1
Leonard Moore 1
Thomas Baugh 1
Thomas Parker 1
Theoder Moyses 1
TOTAL 13 4
CORPORATION OF CHARLES CITTIE
Peece Not Match
Peece Peeces fixt Fixt Snaphaunce cocke Petronell Pistoll
Neck-of-Land:
22 January 1624
Joseph Royall 4
Josuah Chard 3 1
John Dods 2
William Vincene 2
Thomas Harris 3
John Price 2
Hugh Hilton 1
Richard Taylor 
Christopher Browne 2
Thomas Oage 1
Robert Greenleafe 1
Henery Coltman 1
Hugh Price 1
Thomas Farmer 1 1
Thomas Sheppey 2
Alexander Bradway 1
William Sharp 2
65
West and Sherley Hundred: 22 January 
1624
Richard Biggs 
William Bayleys 
Robert Partins 
Christopher 
Woodwards 
Amias Bolte 
John Collins 
Henery Benson 
Thomas Pawletts 
William Askew 
Mary Madison 
Robert Bagwell 
Robert Milner 
John Throgmorton 
Roger Rati if e 
Nathaniell Tatam 
Katherine Benett
Peece Peeces fixt 
6
5 
1 
2
2*(serviceable)
3
2
3
4
6 
6 
1 
1
2*(servicable)
Peece Not Match
fixt Snaphaunce cocke Petronell Pistoll
Jordans Jorney and Chapain Choice:
21 January 1624
Peece Peeces fixt
Peece Not 
Fixt
Wm Ferrar & Mrs 
Jordan 11
Thomas Palmer 
Robert Fisher 3
John Claye 3
Christopher Safford 3
Henery Williams 2
William Branlin 2
John Fludd 2
Thomas Chapman 1
Joseph Bull 1
John Davis 3
Thomas Cawsey 1
Thomas Iron Monger 1
Richard Milton 1
Nathaniell Cawsey 3
Match
Snaphaunce cocke Petronell
3*(Peeces)
Pistoll
66
Chaplains Choyse and The Trueloves Company:
21 January 1624
Peece Not Match
Peece Peeces fixt Fixt Snaphaunce cocke Petronell Pistoll
Isack Chaplaine 7 1
Walter Price 3
Thomas Keie 1 1
John Browne 1
John Trehearne 1
Daid Jones 1
3*Murd
John Box ers/fort
Peirseys Hundred:
20 January 1624
Abraham Piersey 
Samuell Sharpe 
Grivell Pooley 
Humfrey Kent 
Thomas Doughtie 
Edward Auborn 
William Baker 
John Woodson 
Edward Threndorden 
Nicholas Baly 
John Lipps
TOTAL
(31
Men;
1
2 3
4 Women;
?
2
3
2
18
Buildings;
8 peeces 
Ord.)
111
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CORPORATION OF JAMES CITTY: Pasbehays' & The 
Maine 
30 January 1624
Peece Not Match
Peece Peeces fixt Fixt Snaphaunce cocke Petronell
Adam Dixon 
Joseph Ryale 
Robert Paramour 
William Kemp
Richard Bridgwatter 1
Henery Turner 1
Joseph Crew 1
Thomas Jones 1
Edward Bourbicth 1
Revoll Morcock 1
Edward Fisher 1
Servants 4
Governors Men at 
Pasbehaighs
John Swarbeck 1
Thomas Marloe 1
Thomas Bunn 6
Lawrance Small page 2
John Carter 1
David Ellis 1
James Tooke 1
William Binks 1
Michaell Batt 1
Robert Li nee 1
Hugh Baldwine 1
Robert Kidd 3
Doctor Potts Men;A/777S 
at James Citty*
Pi stoll
68
James Cittie:
24 January 1624
Peece Not Match
Peece Peeces fixt Fixt Snaphaunce cocke Petronell Pistoll
Francis Wyatt (Gov) 6
George Yearley 30
John Pott* 10
Abraham Peirsey 3
Robert Poole 2
James Hicmott 1 1
Thomas Crust 1
Randall Smalewood 2
George Grave 1 1
Edward Cadge 2 1
John Jackson 1
Thomas Alnutt 5 1
Peeter Langman 4
John Burrowes 4
John Jefferson 3
Richard Steephens 8
George Minifie 3 1
John Barnett 1
James Hand
Peece Not Match
Peece Peeces fixt Fixt Snaphaunce cocke Petronell Pistoll
Richard Tree 6
Willm Lasey 2
Thomas Crompe 1
John Greevett 1
Thomas Passmore 4 2
Robert Fitt 3
George Onion 1
John Hall 1
John Osborn 1
William Spencer 3
Thomas Graye 1
Gabrieli Holland 4
69
Neck -of-Land
near James Citty:
4 FEB 1624
Peece Not Match
Peece Peeces Fixt Fixt Snaphaunce cocke Petronell Pistoll
Richard Kingsmell 6 2
John Smith 2
Thomas Bagwell 1
Thomas Benett 1
John Reddish 1
Archers Hope JC
Richard Pierce 2
Nicholas Greenhill 7
John Ellison 3
Thomas Farley 2
Joseph Johnson 3 1
Burrows Hill 
James Citty
Peece Not Match
Peece Peeces Fixt Fixt Snaphaunce cocke Petronell Pistoll 
John Smith 1 2
GeorgePelton 1
Richard Dolpinbe 4
Paces Paines 
James Citty
John Proctor 3
Phettiplace Close 4
William Bedford 4
Frances Chapman 1
Smiths Plant.
James Citty: 9 Men* 9*
Blaneys Plant.
James Citty: 15 Men 11 (serviceable) 8 10 3
Capt. Mathews Plant.
James Citty:23 Men 18(serviceable)
70
Peece Not Match
Peece Peeces Fixt Fixt Snaphaunce cocke Petronell Pistoll
Crowders Plant.
James Citty: 5 Men 12
(A Large
Mr. Treasurors Plant Fort)
James Citty:31 Men 30
Zachary Cripps et al 3
Hog Hand
Peece Not Match
Peece Peeces Fixt Fixt Snaphaunce cocke Petronell Pistoll
Raph Hamors Servants 5 6
Edward Barkley 3
John Uty 3
John Chew 6
Martins Hundred
William Harwood 10 25
Ellis Emerson 1 1
Robert Addams 6
Stephen Barker 2
John Jackson 4
Samuel March 3
Mulbury Hand:
25 JAN 1624
William Pierces
Servants
12 Men 14
13 Additional Men 12 1
TOTAL 262 39 8 15 46
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CORPORATION OF ELIZABETH CITTIE: WARISCOYACK 
7 Feb 1624*
Peece Not Match
Peece Peeces Fixt Fixt Snaphaunce cocke Petronell Pistoll
Edward Bennetts
Servants: 11
Nathaniell Basse
(Basses Choyse) 7
Thomas Phillipes 1
Thomas Bennett 4
Richard Longe 1
William Newman 2
Henrie Woodward 3
Newportes Newes
Danniell Gookines
18 Servantes 16
Elizabeth Citty
Peece Not Match
Peece Peeces Fixt Fixt Snaphaunce cocke Petronell Pistoll
William Tucker
17 Men 24 4
John Downeman 1
John Laydon* 1
William Cole 3 1
Miles Prickett 4
Richard Yonge 1 1
Albiano Lupo* 3
John Powell* 1
Larence Peale 2
Robart Brittin 1
Mihell Willcokes &
Jonh Slater 3 1
Joseph Cobb 1
Cornelius May 1
William Morgan 1
William Julian* 6 1
Thomas Purfray* 4 1
John Barnabe 1
John Hazard 1 1
Jerimiah Dickenson 3
Phillip Lupo 1
72
Thomas Willoby* 4
John Hatton 1
Susan Bush 7
Niccotas Martue 12
John Banum & 
Robart Sweete* 10
Richard Mintrene 8
Anthoney Burroes 3
John Waine* 4
Robar Salford & 
John Salford* 4
Wethersbie & Boulton* 4
John Gundrie 4
Francis Mason 6
Farrar Flinton 7
James Sleight & 
Francis Huff 2
John Chisman 6
Thomas Spilman* 10
Oliver Jinkines 1
William Gayne & 
Robart Newman 5
Thomas Godby 3
Edward Waters* 11
Thomas Davis 1
Francis Chamerlin 5
Percivall Ibottson 4
Thomas Bouldinge* 3
Reynold Booth 5
Thomas Garnett 3
Thomas Dunthorne* 5
Thomas Stepney 1
Mr. Stockto 4
Tobias Hurst 4
William Gany* 12
Alexander Mountney* 7
1
4
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
* = Pallisadoes
73
Elizabeth Cittie 
beyond
Hampton River
Peece Peeces Fixt 
Francis West* 10
John Martin 5
George Medcalfe 2
Edward Johnson 1
John Lauckfield 4
William Fowler 2
Walter Ely 1
William Tiler 9
Thomas Flynt 8
John Ward 8
Gregorie Dorie* 2
John More* 3
William Barry
Servants: 14 10
William Hampton 8
Anthonie Bonall* 6
Virbritt Oble Hero 2
Robart Thrasher* 4
John Haney* 3
* = Pallisadoes 
Eastern Shore
Peece Peeces Fixt 
Wiliam Epes 5
John Willcockes 5
Thomas Savage 2
Walter Scott 2
Thomas Powell 1
William Smith 1
Edward Drewe 4
Charles Harman 6
John Blore 2
Robart Ball 1
William Bibbie 1
John Home 2
John Wilkines 1
William Davis 1
Edward Bennetts
TOTAL 356 13
Peece Not 
Fixt
Match
Snaphaunce cocke Petronell
11(4
Roules
of
match)
Pistoll
3
Peece Not 
Fixt
Match
Snaphaunce cocke Petronell Pistoll
29 39
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4 5 4  GUN SPRING
454
44CC178
/16D-1
Recovery’ 
Previous History 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
Description
Whole
BREAKING NEW GROUND EXH OUT
MISC 15/DHR Study Col 
MJM
ID .:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
BOX 4 
1/14/93
2/13/93
6/15/93
C ount
IRON
GUN SPRING
Drawing
Length
10.4
Width Height 
1.5 2.6
Thick Diameter 
0.4 0
455
44CC178
/37D-4
Recovery
Previous History MISC 15/DHR Study Col
Conservator MJM 
Digital linage:
Description
Whole
BREAKING NEW GROUND EXH
ID .:
in
Drystore
Finished
Out
BOX 4 
1/14/93
3/4/93
6/15/93
OUT
Count 1
IRON
GUN COCK
35mm Slide/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 9 3  3.5 0 1 3  0
76
456
44CC178
/16D-2
Recovery 
Previous History 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
Description
Whole
BREAKING NEW GROUND EXH
MISC 15/DHR Study Col 
MJM
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
BOX 4 
1/14/93
3/4/93
6/15/93
OUT
Count
IRON
TRIGGER GUARD
35mm Slide/Drawing
Length
17.6
Width Height 
2 4.8
Thick Diameter 
0 3  0
457 BREAKING NEW GROUND EXH OUT
Count 1
44CC178
/50A
Recovery-
Previous History MISC 15/DHR Study Col
Conservator MJM
Digital Image:
Description 
Whole
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 17.7 2.4 8.2 0.4 0
1JX:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
BOX 4 
1/14/93
3/1/93
6/15/93
IRON
GUN LOCK
Drawing
77
458 BREAKING NEW GROUND EXH OUT
44CC178
/16/2C I.D.: BOX 4
P ro v e n  in 1/14/93
Previous History- MISC 15/DHR Study Col Dry -store
Conservator MJM Finished 3/1/93
Digital Image: y Out 6/15/93
Description
Whole 'English' Flintlock Plate
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
13.2 2.1 7.1 0.4 0
459 BREAKING NEW
44CC178
/37/2C
Previous History 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
Description
Plate, Spring Ane Pan Only 
Conserved by Curt Moyer
ID .:
MISC 15/DHR Study Col 
C.MOYER
y
Finished
Out
BOX 4
1/14/93
3/1/93
6/15/93
Sth Width Height Thick Diameter
23 3.8 5.5 0.5 0
IRON
GUN LOCK
Before
GROUND EXH OUT
Count 1
IRON
GUN LOCK
After
78
460
44CC178
/2B-1
Recovery
Previous History MISC 14/DHR Study Col
Conservator MJM  
Digital linage:
Description 
Whole Hammer Head
BREAKING NEW GROUND EXH
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
BOX 4 
1/14/93
3/4/93
6/15/93
OUT
Count 1
IRON
RIVETING HAMMER
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length
5.9
Width Height 
3 0
Thick Diameter 
2.5 0
461
44CC178
/39/1M, 39/4F, 39/1L
Recovery>
Previous History MISC 15/DHR Study Col
Conservator MJM 
Digital Image:
BREAKING NEW GROUND EXH
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
Description
2 Nodules and Several Uncompleted Gunffints 
Returned from Jamestown Settlement 9/15/93 (2) gun
BOX 4
9/15/93
1/14/93
6/15/93
OUT
Count 5
FLINT
NODULES, FLINTS
Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 8.5 4.9 4.4 0 0
79
462 BREAKING NEW GROUND EXH OUT
Count 1
44CC178 POLYCHROME BUFF EW
/17G/1,17/4C/1 ID .: BOX 4 BOWL
Recovery In 1/14/93
Previous History MISC 14/DHR Study Col Drystore Drawing
Conservator MJM Finished 1/14/93
Digital Image:
Description
Body Section - 2 Mended frags 7LIST = 136/2
Out 6/15/93
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 0 0 0 0 0
463
44CC178
/37/2E/1
Recovery
Previous History MISC 14/DHR Study Col
Conservator MJM 
Digital Image:
Description
13 Pieces, 2 Sections Mended
Returned from Jamestown Settlement 9/15/93
BREAKING NEW GROUND EXH
ID.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
BOX 4 
9/15/93
2/13/93
6/15/93
OUT
Count 1
EXPORT PORCELAIN
WINE CUP
Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 0 0 4 0.1 3.5
80
464
44CC178
/16/2B/1
Recovery
Previous History MISC 14/DHR Study Col
Conservator MJM
Digital Image:
BREAKING NEW GROUND EXH
/.A :
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
Description
Hand Shaped and Impressed Handle - Female Head
BOX 4 
1/14/93
1/14/93
6/15/93
OUT
Count
LEAD GLAZED BUFF EW
ST ONGE HEAD
Drawing
Length
5.6
Width Height 
5.2 0
Thick Diameter 
0 0
465
44CC178
/38/4J
Recovery
Previous Hi story MISC 15/DHR Study Col
Conservator MJM 
Digital Image:
Description
1/2 Present, Flat Bottom, Rounded Top Edges 
Returned from Jamestown Settlement 9/15/93
BREAKING NEW GROUND EXH
ID .:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
BOX 4 
9/15/93
3/4/93
6/15/93
OUT
Count 1
BRICK, PINK
SHAPED BRICK
Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 12.2 10.6 0 5.4 0
81
466
44CC178
/39/5T
Recovery 
Previous History 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
BREAKING NEW GROUND EXH
MISC 15/DHR Study Col 
MJM
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
Description
1/2 Present, 2 Sides Angled, One Side Flat 
Retained from Jamestown Settlement 9/15/93
BOX 4
9/15/93
3/4/93
6/15/93
OUT
Count 1
BRICK, PINK
SHAPED BRICK
Drawing
Length
15
Width Height 
10.9 0
Thick Diameter 
5 0
467
44CC178
/1L
Recoveryr
Previous History MISC 15/DHR Study Col
Conservator MJM
Digital Image:
BREAKING NEW GROUND EXH
I.IX:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
Description
End Section, Decorative Dished Shape on One Side 
Returned from Jamestown Settlement 9/15/93
BOX 4
9/15/93
3/4/93
6/15/93
OUT
Count 1
BRICK, PINK
SHAPED BRICK
Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 8 9 3  0 5.7 0
82
468
44CC178
/39
Recovery 
Previous History 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
Description 
Whole, Square
BREAKING NEW GROUND EXH
MISC 15/DHR Study Col 
MJM
ID.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
BOX 4 
1/14/93
1/14/93
6/15/93
OUT
Count 1
BRICK
TILE, ARCHITEC
Drawing
Length
244
Width Height 
24 0
Thick Diameter 
3.5 0
469
44CC178
/14/4F.39/1/3.6/17B
BREAKING NEW GROUND EXH
Recovery> 
Previous History 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
MISC 14/DHR Study Col 
MJM
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
Description
2 Howls w/Engraved/Painted Dec, 1 w/Engraved dec only
BOX 4 
1/14/93
1/14/93
6/15/93
OUT
Count 3
RED EARTHENWARE
VIRGINIA PIPES
Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
0 0 0 0 0
83
502
44CC178
/42B-2
Recovery 
Previous IIistory 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
Description
Whole
BREAKING NEW GROUND EXH
MISC 15/DHR Study Col 
MJM
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
BOX 4 
1/14/93
2/13/93
6/15/93
OUT
Count 1
IRON
GUN BATTERY
Drawing
Length
8.5
Width Height 
2.7 0
Thick Diameter 
0.7 0
543 LOAN -
44CC178
/39/6L-2 /.£>.:
Recovery In
Previous History DHR Study Collection Drystore
Conservator MJM Finished
Digital Image: Out
Description
Section
C.W. TOOLS EXH — to be ready end o f Sununer/93
C.W. ’TOOLS" EXH OUT
Count 1
IRON
m14 SAWBLADE
3/3/93
35mm Slides/Drawing
9/2/93
9/15/93
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 47 14 0 0.2 0
84
544 LOAN- C.W. "TOOLS" EXH OUT
Count 1
44CC178
/39/1L-5 I.D.: MI 14
IRON
DRAW KNIFE
Recovery 
Previous History DHR Study Collection
In
Diystore
3/3/93
35mm Slides/Drawing
Conservator 
Digital Image:
MJM Finished
Out
8/19/93
9/15/93
Description
NEAR WHOLE - Handle missing at one end.
C.W. TOOLS EXH — to be ready end o f Summer/93
Length 
cm. 41
Width Height 
3.2 0
Thick
0.2
Diameter
0
546 LOAN- C.W. "TOOLS" EXH OUT
Count 1
44CC178
/50/A I.D.:
IRON
PARING CHISEL
Recoven' 
Previous History James River Institute
In
Drystore
3/12/93
Photos at C.W.
Conservator 
Digital Image:
D. HARVEY Finished
Out
3/25/93
9/15/93
Description
Square tapered tang, thin 3-sided bolster, rectangular shank 
Conserved by David Harvey - no photo documentation at DHR
Length
25.3
Width Height 
4 0
Thick
1.4
Diameter
0
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547 BREAKING NEW GROUND EXH OUT
Count
44CC178
m iB .  C, D, 3D .4D
Recovery
Previous History DHR Study Collection
Conservator MJM 
Digital Image:
Description
Storage Jar sherds o f Jamestown manufacture.
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
BOX 9
4/6/93
4/14/93
6/14/93
JAMESTOWN BUFF EW
STORAGE JA R
Prints/Slides/Drawing
Length 
cm. 0
Width Height 
0 0
Thick
1.2
Diameter
153
549 STUDY COLLECTION OUT
44CC178
/16/2C, 2D
Recovery 
Pre vious H is ton» 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
DHR Study CoDectlon 
MJM
ID.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
5/18/93
8/12/93
8/12/93
Description
Large green glazed red earthenware pot w/open rolled rim. 
French or Dutch. TREATMENT RESIDUE LEACHING OUT
Count 1 
GREEN GLAZED RED EW
BUTTER POT
Poloroids/Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm  0 0 0 0.6 25
86
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44CC178
/37/2C 2D-3
Recovery
Previous History /DHR Study Collection
Conservator M J. MYERS
Digital Image:
BREAKING NEW GROUND EXH
ID.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
6/18/93
6/23/93
6/23/93
Description
BASE - BLUE, ORANGE, AND YELLOW FLORAL POLYCHROME
OUT
Count 1
DELFT
BOWL FRAGS
Drawing
Length
10
Width Height 
11 4.4
Thick Diameter
738-x WALTER ASTON OUT
Count
44CC178
/39/1/2L2
Recovery 
Previous IIistory 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
DHR STUDY/Luccketti 
MJM
Description
DOOR STRAP HINGE 
OUT: To Study Collection
ID.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
1/19/94
4/8/94
5/11/94
IRON
HINGE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height
cm. 36 3.5 3.5
Thick Diameter 
0.7 0
87
739 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count 1
44CC178
/6/8C-1
Recovery
Previous IIi story DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM  
Digital Image:
Description
WHOLE 17.7 CM
OUT: to DHR Study Collection
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
1/19/94
3/18/94
3/23/94
IRON
POT HOOK
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length 
183
Width Height 
2 2.7
Thick Diameter 
0.4 0
740
44CC178
/37D-1
Recovery 
Pre vious IIi story 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
WALTER ASTON
DHR STUDY/Luccketti 
MJM
Description 
DOUBLE 55 CM  
To DHR Study Collection
ID .:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
1/19/94
6/24/94
7/5/94
OUT
Count 1
IRON
POT HOOK
35mm Slides/Drawing
length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 55 14 0 2 0
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741 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count 1
IRON
SAW SET
35mm Slides/Drawing
Description
22 3  CM TANG WITH NOTCHED BLADE 
To DHR Study Coflection
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 23.3 5 0 1.2 0
44CC178
/39/2P-2
Recovery 
Previous History 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
DHR STUDY/Luccketti 
MJM
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
1/19/94
6/29/94
7/5/94
742 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count
44CC178
/6/11C-1
Recovery 
Previous History 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
DHR STUDY/Luccketti 
MJM
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
1/19/94
5/6/94
5/11/94
Description
SPADE LIKE BLADE 30 CM, TWO CORNERS MISSING 
OUT: To Study Collection
IRON
PEEL
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 30 17.5 0 0.8 0
89
743 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count
44CC178
/39/6K-1
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM
Digital linage:
Description
WHOLE 25.2 CM, HEAD = V STRAP 
To DHR Study Collection
J.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
1/19/94
5/13/94
7/5/94
IRON
SPIKE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length
25.2
Width Height 
2 3  5.4
Thick Diameter 
1.2 0
744
44CC178
/39/4g-1
Recovery 
Pre vious History 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
WALTER ASTON
/DHR STUDY/Luccketti 
MJM
J.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
1/19/94
3/18/94
3/23/94
Description
ONE ENTIRE HALF EXCEPT FOR SECTION OF HANDLE RING MISSING 
BLADE TIP BENT
OUT
Count 1
IRON
SCISSOR HALF
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 18.5 2 0 0.2 0
90
745 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count 1
44CC178
/14/5-1 I.D.:
IRON
STRAP/BLADE
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
In
Drystore
1/19/94
35mm Slides/Drawing
Conservator MJM 
Digital Image:
finished
Out
6/29/94
7/5/94
Description
FOLDED STRAP, NOTCHED ON ONE EDGE 17.5 CM 
To DHR Study Collection
Length Width Height 
cm. 9.4 2.6 2.8
Thick
0.4
Diameter
0
746 WALTER ASTON OUT
Couni 1
44CC178
/39/1L-7 /.£>.:
IRON
DRILL BIT
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
In
Drystore
1/19/94
35mm Slides/Drawing
Conservator MJM 
Digital Image:
Finished
Out
4/14/94
5/11/94
Description
POSSIBLE PINTLE, RUDDER PINTLE? 
OUT: To Study Collection
31.2 CM
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
31.2 1.4 0.6
91
747 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count
44CC178
/3S/1A-1
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM
Digital Image:
I.D.:
In
Dtystore
Finished
Out
1/19/94
4/29/94
5/11/94
Description
WHOLE SNAPHAUNCE LOCK BATTERY - PETERSON p.20 
OUT: To Study Collection
IRON
GUN BATTERY
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length 
cm. 6.2
Width
4.2
Height
5
Thick
1 3
Diameter
0
748 WALTER ASTON OUT
44CC178
/16/2C-2 I.D.:
Recovery In
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti Dry store
Conservator MJM Finished
Digital Image: Out
Description
DOG LOCK MAINSPRING- PETERSON p. 22 & 23 
OUT: to DHR Study Coflection3
1/19/94
2/18/94
3/23/94
Count
IRON
GUN MAINSPRING
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 11 5 0 0.3 0
92
749 WALTER ASTON OUT
44CC178
/2B-2
Recovery 
Previous History 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
DHR STUDY/Luccketti 
MJM
I.D.:
Drystore
Finished
Out
Description
SAPHAUANCE BATTERY - PETERSON p. 21 
OUT: to DHR Study Collection
1/19/94
2/18/94
3/23/94
Count
IRON
GUN BATTERY
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length 
cm. 8
Width Height 
2 3.7
Thick Diameter 
1 0
750
44CC178
/39/3D-1
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM  
Digital Image:
Description
WHOLE, PETERSON p. 33 
OUT: to DHR Study Collection
WALTER ASTON
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
1/19/94
3/4/94
3/23/94
OUT
Count 1
IRON
HALF COCK BOLT
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 8 2.5 0 0.6 0
93
751
44CC178
/37E-2
Recovery 
Previous History 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
WALTER ASTON
m
DHR STUDY/Lucchetti Dr) ’store 
MJM
y
Finished
Out
Description
DOG LOCK MAINSPRING - PETERSON p. 22 & 23 
OUT: To Study Collection
1/19/94
3/29/94
5/11/94
OUT
1
IRON
GUN MAINSPRING
After plus Before Slide
Length Width
9 3  2
I eight Thick
2 3  0.5
Diameter
0
752
44CC178
/17/6-1
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM 
Digital image:
Description
WHOLE 16 CM
OUT: to DHR Study Collection
WALTER ASTON
J.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
1/19/94
3/4/94
3/23/94
OUT
1
IRON
TRIGGER GUARD
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length IViath Height Truck Diameter 
15.7 4.1 0 0.6 0
94
753
44CC178
/37B-1
Recovery In
Previous History• DHR STUDY/Luccketti Drystore
Conservator MJM Finished
Digital Image: Out
Description
WHEEL LOCK PART SIMILAR TO PETERSON p. 17 
OUT: to DHR Study Collection
Length Width Height Thick 
cm. 10 2.2 0 0.3
OUT
Count 1
IRON
WHEEL LOCK PART
1/19/94
35mm Slides/Drawing
3/18/94
3/23/94
Diameter
0
WALTER ASTON
I.D.:
754 WALTER ASTON OUT
Couni
44CC178
/42E-1
Recovery 
Previous H  i story' 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
DHR STUDY/Luccketti 
MJM
Description
CORNER BROKEN OFF 5.5 CM
ID .:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
1/19/94
5/11/95
6/6/95
IRON
ARMOR BUCKLE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 5.2 3.2 0 3  0 0
95
755 WALTER ASTON OUT
44CC178
/37/2C-6
Recovery 
Previous History 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
DHR STUDY/Luccketti 
MJM
Description
WHOLE, PETERSON p. 33 
To DHR Study Collection
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
1/19/94
6/30/94
7/5/94
1
IRON
HALF COCK BOLT
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length
5
Width Height 
0 0
Thick Diameter 
0 2
756 WALTER ASTON
44CC178
/39/3D-2
Recovery 
Previous Histoiy 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
DHR STUDY/Luccketti 
MJM
y
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
1/19/94
4/29/94
5/11/94
Description
FOUR LARGE HOLES, 2 RIVETS, DECORATIVE TERMINAL 14.8 CM 
OUT: To Study Collection
OUT
Count 1
IRON
ARMOR STRAP
After plus 35mm Slides
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 15 3.7 0 0.2 0
96
757 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count 1
IRON
PLANE BLADE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Description
WHOLE 17 X 6.2 CM 
OUT: to DHR Study Collection
Length Width Height Thick Diameter 
cm. 17 6.8 0 0.4 0
44CC178
/39/7F-3
Recovery
previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM 
Digital Image:
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
1/19/94
3/10/94
3/23/94
758 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count 1
IRON
WEDGE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Description 
WHOLE 2 0 X 4  CM 
OUT: To Study Collection
44CC178
/6/36A-3
Recovery 
Previous History 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
DHR STUDY/Luccketti 
MJM
J.D.:
Drystore
Finished
Out
1/19/94
4/22/94
5/11/94
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 20 4 0 1.2 0
97
759 WALTER ASTON OUT
CoiiHl
44CC178
/16/2D-1
Recovery 
Previous History 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
DHR STUDY/Luccketti 
MJM
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
1/19/94
5/20/94
7/5/94
IRON
WEDGE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Description
WHOLE, SHAPED LIKE AN AXE BLADE, MAY HAVE A HOLE AT THE TOP 
To DHR Study Collection
Length 
cm. 14.5
Width Height 
10.5 0
Thick Diameter 
2 0
760
44CC178
/2B-3
Recovery 
Previous History 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
WALTER ASTON
DHR STUDY/Luccketti 
MJM
Description
WHOLE 27.5 CM 
OUT: To DHR Study Collection
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Punished
Out
1/19/94
5/6/94
5/11/94
OUT
Count 1
IRON
GUN BARREL
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 27.5 0 0 0 3
98
761 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count
44CC178
/42C-1
Recovery
Previous Hisfory DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM
Digital Image:
Description 
WHOLE 34 CM
ID .:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
1/19/94
7/7/94
12/19/94
IRON
GUN BARREL
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length 
cm. 34
Width Height 
0 0
Thick Diameter
0  2.1
762 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count 1
44CC178
139-2
Recovery 
Previous H istory 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
DHR STUDY/Luccketti 
MJM
Description
LARGE SECTION 56.5 X 14.2 CM
ID .:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
1/19/94
7/22/94
12/19/94
IRON
SAW BLADE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height 
cm. 56.5 14.2 0
Thick Diameter 
0 3  0
99
763
44CC178
/39/1K-5
Recovery 
Previous IT i story 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
WALTER ASTON
DHR STUDY/Luccketti 
MJM
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
Description
KEY W/SECTION OF RING HANDLE MISSING 13 CM 
OUT: to DHR Study Collection
1/19/94
3/19/94
3/23/94
OUT
Count 1
IRON
KEY
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length
13
Width
5.5
Height
0
Thick
1
Diameter
0
764 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count
44CC178
/39/7F-4
Recovery 
Previous History 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
DHR STUDY/Luccketti 
MJM
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
Description
LARGE KEY W/FLATTENED RING HANDLE 14.6 CM 
OUT: to DHR Study Collection
1/19/94
3/18/94
3/23/94
IRON
KEY
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 14.6 5 0 1 0
100
765 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count 1
4 4 C C 1 7 8
/39/4J-3 I.D.:
IRON
MANACLE
Recovery
Previous H'istory DHR STUDY/Luccketti
In
Drystore
1/19/94
35mm Slides/Drawing
Conservator MJM 
Digital Image:
Finished
Out
4/29/94
5/11/94
Description
HALF PRESENT W/HOOK ON ONE END 
OUT: To Study Collection
13.2 CM
Length Width Height 
cm. 0 0 0
Thick
0
Diameter
0
766 WALTER ASTON OUT
Couni
4 4 C C 1 7 8
/39/7F-5 I.D.:
IRON
HINGE
Recovery In 1/19/94
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti Drystore 35mm Slides/Drawing
Conservator MJM Finished 3/10/94 
Digital Image: Out 3/23/94
Description
(FOLIATED H SECTION) COCKS HEAD HINGE 19.7 CM 
OUT: to DHR Study Collection
Length Width Height Thick Diameter 
cm. 19.7 5 0 0.3 1
101
767
44CC178
/16D-3
Recovery
Previous History 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
WALTER ASTON
DHR STUDY/Luccketti 
MJM
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
Description
SEGMENT W/TANG, SINGLE CUTTING EDGE 21.5 CM  
To DHR Study Collection
1/19/94
6/17/94
7/5/94
OUT
Count 1
IRON
SWORD BLADE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length
21.5
Width Height 
3 0
Thick Diameter 
0.5 0
768 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count
44CC178
/17B-1
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM 
Digital Image:
IS).:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
1/19/94
2/18/94
3/23/94
Description
LARGE HASP (HALF), OPEN CENTER HOURGLASS SHAPE 13.1 
OUT: to DHR Study Collection
IRON
HASP
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 13.1 4 0 0.8 0
102
769
44CC178
/6-1
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM 
Digital Image:
Description
SEGMENT, 8-SIDED 40 CM 
OUT: To Study Collection
WALTER ASTON
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
1/19/94
4/14/94
5/11/94
OUT
Count 1
IRON
GUN BARREL
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter 
cm. 40 0 0 0 4
770 WALTER ASTON OUT
C ount
44CC178
/14/2C-3
Recovery 
Previous History 
Conser\>ator 
Digital Image:
DHR STUDY/Luccketti 
MJM
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
1/19/94
4/8/94
5/11/94
Description
LARGE SECTION, APPEARS TO BE INTENTIONALLY CUT 
OUT: To Study Collection
IRON
CAULDRON FRAG
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 28 19.5 0 0.5 0
103
778 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count
44CC178
/39/1L-6
Recovery In
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti Drystore
Conservator MJM Finished
Digital Image: Out
Description
WHOLE
To DHR Study Collection
3/25/94
6/30/94
7/5/94
IRON
PLANE BLADE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length
13.6
Width Height 
4.7 0
Thick Diameter 
0 0
779 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count
44CC178
/39/2P-6
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM 
Digital Image:
Description
WHOLE, SMALL W/RING HANDLE 
To DHR Study Collection
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
3/25/94
5/20/94
7/5/94
IRON
KEY
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 5.7 0 0 0 0
104
780
44CC178
/39/6L-3
Recovery 
Previous IIistory 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
WALTER ASTON
DHR STUDY/Luccketti 
MJM
Description
KEY W/RING HANDLE 
To DHR Study Collection
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
3/25/94
5/20/94
7/5/94
OUT
Count 1
IRON
KEY
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length
8.4
Width Height 
0 0
Thick Diameter 
0 0
781
44CC178
/50B-2
Recovery 
Previous History 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
WALTER ASTON
DHR STUDY/Luccketti 
MJM
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Oat
3/25/94
5/13/94
7/5/94
Description
VERY LARGE KEY W/RING HANDLE 
To DHR Study Collection
Length iriclth Height Thick Diameter
cm. 16.2 0 0 0  0
OUT
Count 1
IRON
KEY
35mm Slides/Drawing
105
OUT
Count 1
IRON
BIT
35mm Slides/Drawing
Description 
CURB BIT (HALF)
To DHR Study Collection
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 10 0 0 0 0
782 WALTER ASTON
44CC178
/39/6V-1
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM  
Digital Image:
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
3/25/94
5/25/94
7/5/94
OUT
Count 1
IRON
BIT
35mm Slides/Drawing
Description
SNAFFLE BIT (HALF)
To DHR Study Collection
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 13 0 0 0 0
783 WALTER ASTON
44CC178
/39/2D-1
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM 
Digital Image:
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
3/25/94
5/20/94
7/5/94
106
784
44CC178
/39/1K-9
Recovery
Previon s History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM  
Digital Image:
Description
CURB BIT (2 HALVES)
WALTER ASTON
I.Da 
In
Drystore
Finished
Chit
3/25/94
8/19/94
12/19/94
OUT
Count 2
IRON
BIT
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length 
cm. 20
Width Height 
0 0
Thick Diameter 
0 0
785
44CC178
/2-3
Recovery 
Previous H.I story> 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
WALTER ASTON
DHR STUDY/Luccketti 
MJM
Description
WHOLE, REVOLVING STAR 
OUT: To DHR Study Collection
/  IX:
In
Dr\>store.
Finished
Out
3/25/94
4/27/94
5/11/94
OUT
Count 1
IRON
SPUR
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height
cm. 12.5 0 0
Thick Diameter
0 0
107
786 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count
44CC178
/37/2D-2
Recovery
Previous .History DHR STUDY/Luccfcetti
Conservator MJM
Digital Image:
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
3/25/94
7/12/94
12/19/94
Description
WHOLE SNAPHAUNCE COCK, EARLY, PETERSON p. 33
IRON
GUN COCK
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length
0
Width Height 
0 0
Thick Diameter 
0 0
787 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count
44CC178
/37/2D-3 I.U :
Recovery In
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti Drystore
Conservator MJM 
Digital Image:
Description
WHOLE SNAPHAUNCE COCK, PETERSON p3 3
Finished
Out
3/25/94
7/22/94
12/19/94
IRON
GUN COCK
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 9-2 0 0 0 0
108
788
44CC178
/39/2P-8
Recovery 
Previous History 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
WALTER ASTON
DHR STUDY/Luccketti 
MJM
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
3/25/94
7/22/94
12/19/94
OUT
Count 1
IRON
ARMOR STRAP
35mm Slides/Drawing
Description
CURVED STRAP W/DECORATIVE END, 3 HOLES FREE, 2 HOLES W/BOLTS
Length
0
Width Height 
0  0
Thick Diameter 
0 0
789 WALTER ASTON OUT
44CC178
/16A-1
Recovery 
Previous History 
Conservator
Digital Image:
DHR STUDY/Luccketti 
MJM
Description
SEGMENT, SINGLE CUTTING EDGE
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
3/25/94
7/12/94
12/19/94
Count
IRON
SWORD BLADE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height
cm. 17.6 0 0
Thick Diameter
0 0
109
790 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count
44CC178
/16/2C-3
Recovery 
Previous History 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
DHR STUDY/Luccketti 
MJM
Description
FRAG, W/CENTRAL FULLER 
To DHR Study Collection
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
3/25/94
5/20/94
7/5/94
IRON
SWORD BLADE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length
6.6
Width Height 
0 0
Thick Diameter 
0 0
791
44CC178
/36-1
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM 
Digital Image:
Description
SEGMENT, ROD W/GOUGE-LIKE END
WALTER ASTON
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
3/25/94
9/15/94
12/19/94
OUT
Count 1
IRON
MUSKET BARREL
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height
cm. 22 0 0
Thick Diameter
0 0
110
792 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count 1
44CC178
/37D-S
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM 
Digital Image:
Description
WHOLE
J.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
3/25/94
9/15/94
12/19/94
IRON
PISTOL BARREL
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length 
27 3
Width Height 
0  0
Thick Diameter 
0  0
793
44CC178
/39/2L-6
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM 
Digital Image:
Description
WHOLE
WALTER ASTON
I.D.:
jn
Drystore
Finished
Out
3/25/94
11/12/94
12/19/94
OUT
Count 1
IRON
PISTOL BARREL
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height
cm. 24.6 0 0
Thick Diameter
0 0
I l l
794 WALTER ASTON FINISHED
Count 1
44CC178
/39/1K-10
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM
Digital Image:
Description
WHOLE, HAMMER LIKE
J.D. :
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
3/25/94
IRON
GUN PART
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length
4.6
Width Height 
0 0
Thick Diameter 
0 0
807 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count
44CC178
/37D-3
Recovery
Previous History /DHR Study Collection
Conservator MJM 
Digital Image:
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
5/3/94
6/15/94
7/5/94
Description
ONE END MISSING, TWO ROUND KNOBS AT THE OTHER END 
To DHR Study Collection
IRON
GUN PART/SPRING
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 6.7 3 0.9 0.4 0
112
808 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count
44CC178
/39/1M-3
.Recovery 
Previous History 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
/DHR Study Collection 
MJM
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
5/3/94
10/11/94
12/19/94
Description
RECTANGULAR W/ROUNDED CORNERS, POSSIBLE BOLT OR RIVET IN 
CENTER NEAR ONE SIDE
IRON
PLATE/STRAP
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length
10.5
Width Height 
4 3  0
Thick Diameter 
0.5 0
809 WALTER ASTON
44CC178
/39/4H-20
Recovery
Previous History /DHR Study Collection
Conservator MJM 
Digital Image:
Description
lONG, THIN, TRIANGULAR, DECORATIVE/ROUNDED AT SMALL END
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
5/3/94
7/22/94
12/19/94
OUT
Count 1
IRON
STRAP
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 9.2 4.6 0 0.1 0
113
855 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count 1
44CC178
/39/1I-1S
Recovery 
Previous History 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
DHR Study Collection 
MJM
I.D.:
]n
Drystore
Finished
Out
11/2/94
12/16/94
12/19/94
Description
WHOLE EXCEPT FOR TIP OF ONE ARM MISSING. KNOB TYPE.
IRON
SPUR
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length
7 3
Width Height 
7.1 1.5
Thick Diameter 
0.4 0
856
44CC178
/37/2f-4
Recovery
Previous History ’ DHR Study Collection
WALTER ASTON
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
Conservator MJM 
Digital Image:
Description
FLAT, CURVED METAL PIECE W/NAIL OR HOOK
11/2/94
7/5/95
1/26/96
OUT
Count 1
IRON
LATCH
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 6 2.5 0 0.5 0
114
857 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count
44CC178
/39/1K-3
Recovery
Previous History DHR Study Collection
Conservator MJM
Digital Image:
Description
LARGE, WHOLE, KNIFE BLADE WITH ROUNDED END
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
11/2/94
12/20/94
4/14/95
IRON
KNIFE BLADE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length
35.2
Width Height 
2.9 0
Thick Diameter 
0.5 0
WALTER ASTON858
44CC178
/39/2K-4
Recovery 
Previous History 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
Description
CURVED TREE FRAG WITH ONE NAIL PRESENT AND ONE HOLE FREE
DHR Study Collection 
MJM
ID.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
11/2/94
12/16/94
12/19/94
OUT
Count 1
IRON
SADDLE TREE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 21 1.9 0 0.5 0
115
860 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count
44CC178
ras/iL -1
Recovery 
Previous H,i story 
C onservator 
Digital Image:
DHR STUDY/Luccketti 
MJM
Description
12 CM SECTION W/RING HANDLE
ID.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
11/28/94
1/6/95
4/14/95
IRON
SCISSOR SNUFFER
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length
12.2
Width Height 
2.4 0
Thick Diameter 
0.4 0
861 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count 1
44CC178
/39/1M-1
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM 
Digital Image:
Description
COMPLETE HANDLE W/SNUFFER CHAMBER, PT OF OTHER HANDLE
ID.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
11/28/94
1/13/95
4/14/95
IRON
SCISSOR SNUFFER
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 18 3.8 1.4 0.4 0
116
862 WALTER ASTON OUT
Court!
44CC178
/39/2K-1 m :
Recovery In
Previous Hisiorv DHR STUDY/Lucckettt Drystore
Conservator 
Digital linage:
MJM Finished
Out
Description
LARGE (11 CM) NEEDLE, SLIGHTLY CURVED
11129194
12/16/94
12/19/94
IRON
NEEDLE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length 
cm, 11.1
Width Height 
0.5 0
Thick Diameter 
0 3  0
863 WALTER ASTON
44CC178
/37/2F-1
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Lnc cketti
Conservator MJM 
Digital Image:
Description
WHOLE TANG/BLADE. BLADE BENT INTO A CURVE.
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
11129194
2/3/95
4/14/95
OUT
Count 1
IRON
KNIFE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 19 2 0 1 0
117
864 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count 1
44CC178 IRON
/37/2C-2 I.D.: HANDLE
Recovery In 11/28/94
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti Drystore 35mm Slides/Drawing
Conservator MJM Finished 2/3/95
Digital Image: Out 4/14/95
Description
HALF ROUND HANDLE SECTION 10 CM
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 10.1 0 0 0.5 0
865 WALTER ASTON OUT
44CC178
/39/4B-1 ID.:
Count
IRON
SCISSOR
Recovery In 11/28/94
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti Drystore 35mm Slides/Drawing
Conservator MJM Finished 12/16/94
Digital Image: Out 12/19/94
Description
KEY W/RING HANDLE 10.3 CM
Length Width Height
cm. 10.5 4 0
Thick Diameter
1 0
118
866 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count 1
44CC178
/39/7E-2
Recovery’
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM 
Digital Image:
Description
KEY W/FLATTENED RING HANDLE AND DECORATIVE COLLAR 9 CM
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
11/28/94
3/3/95
4/14/95
IRON
KEY
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length
8.9
Width Height 
4 0
Thick Diameter 
1 0
867 WALTER ASTON
44CC178
/50B-1
Recovery
Previous History > DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM  
Digital Image:
Description
KEY W/RING HANDLE W/DECORATIVE COLLAR 11 CM
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
11/28/94
2/12/95
4/14/95
OUT
Count 1
IRON
KEY
35 mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 11.2 3.9 0.7 0 0
119
880 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count
4 4 C C 1 7 8
/39/1M-6
Recovery
Previous IIi.story DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Consen-ator MJM  
Digital Image:
Description
KEY W/SECTION OF RING HANDLE MISSING 13 CM
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
1/5/95
3/3/95
4/14/95
IRON
KEY
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length
0
Width Height 
0 0
Thick Diameter 
0 0
881 WALTER ASTON
4 4 C C 1 7 8
/391L-11
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM
Digital Image:
Description
WHOLE FURNITURE HASP, ONE SMALL SECTION MISSING 5.6 CM
ID .:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
1/5/95
2/3/95
4/14/95
OUT
Count 1
IRON
HASP
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 0 0 0 0 0
120
882 WALTER ASTON
44CC178
/39/1J-2 I.D.:
Recovery In 1/5/95
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti Drystore
Consen-ator MJM Finished 2/12/95
Digital Image: Out 4/14/95
Description
FURNITURE HINGE, CURVED WITH THREE HOLES 13 CM
OUT
Count 1
IRON
HINGE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height 
0 0
Thick Diameter 
0 0
883 WALTER ASTON
44CC178
/39/2N-1 I.D.:
Recovery In
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti Drystore
Conservator MJM 
Digital Image:
Description
FURNITURE HASP W/LATCH LOOP 16.5 CM
Finished
Out
1/5/95
4/13/95
4/14/95
OUT
Count 1
IRON
HASP
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 1
884
44CC178
A39/1L-14
Recover)1
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM
Digital Image:
Description
LARGE, END MISSING 4 3  CM
WALTER ASTON
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
1/5/95
1/20/95
4/14/95
OUT
Count 1
IRON
LOCK BOLT
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 0 0 0 0 0
885 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count
44CC178
A7-1
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM 
Digital Image:
ID .:
in
Drystore
Finished
Out
Description
PLAIN KNOB, PART OF LEFT ARM MISSING
1/5/95
1/13/95
4/14/95
IRON
SPUR
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 0 0 0 0 0
122
887 WALTER ASTON OUT
44CC178
/14/3A-1
Recovery>
I\reviews Ifi.siorv DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM 
Digital Image:
ID.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
1/30/95
2/12/95
4/14/95
Description
10 CM BLADE SECTION. 1 CM SEC OF RING HANDLE MISSING
Count 1
IRON
SCISSOR HANDLE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length
10
Width Height 
1.5 0
Thick Diameter 
0.4 0
888
44CC178
/60C-3
Recovery
Previous H ixiory DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM
Digital Image:
Description
8.5 CM SECTION. 2-TINE.
WALTER ASTON
ID.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
1/30/95
2/25/95
4/14/95
OUT
Count 1
IRON
FORK
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length
8.5
Width Height
1 0
Thick Diameter
1 0
123
891 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count 1
44CC178
/39/7E-1
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM
Digital Image;
Description
BLADE AND SECTION OF SWIVEL
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
1/30/95
2/25/95
4/14/95
IRON
RAZOR
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
123  1.8 0 1.2 0
WALTER ASTON892
44CC178
/16/2C-1
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM
Digital Image:
Description
BLADE W/TANG. SECTIONS OF BLADE MISSING - END &  NEAR TANG
J.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
1/30/95
2/12/95
4/14/95
OUT
Count 1
IRON
KNIFE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 14 1 0.2 0 0
124
889 WALTER ASTON OUT
( 'ount
44CC178
/S/36A-1
Recovery
Previous Hr story DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM 
Digital Image:
J.D.:
In * 
Drystore
F in ish ed
Out
1/30/95
3/10/95
4/14/95
Description
RECTANGULAR W/ROUNDED EDGES PLUS TANG @ RT ANGLES
IRON
HANGER
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 34.5 4.2 0 0.5 0
890
44CC178
/37E-1
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM 
Digital Image:
Description
KNIFE BLADE SECTION W/TANG
WALTER ASTON
J.D.:
In
Dry’store
Finished
Out
1/30/95
3/3/95
4/14/95
OUT
Count 1
IRON
KNIFE BLADE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height
cm. 9 2 0
Thick Diameter
0.9 0
125
893 WALTER ASTON OUT
Conn!
44CC178
/37/2E-3
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM 
Digital Image:
Description
1 KNIFE, TANG W/SECTION OF BLADE MISSING. 1 BLADE FRAG.
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
1/30/95
2/17/95
4/14/95
IRON
KNIFE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length
0
Width Height 
0 0
Thick Diameter 
0 0
894 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count
44CC178
/39/2L-2
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM
Digital Image:
Description
8 CM SECTION W/TANG, END OF BLADE MISSING
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
1/30/95
2/17/95
4/14/95
IRON
KNIFE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 8 1.4 0 0.5 0
126
899 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count 1
44CC178
/38/1J-1
Recovery 
Previous History* 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
DHR STUDY/Luccketti 
MJM
Description
FINIAL FROM FIREPLACE TOOL
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
1/30/95
3/3/95
4/14/95
IRON
FINIAL
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length 
cm. 4.5
Width Height 
0 0
Thick Diameter 
0 3
900
44CC178
/6/8H-1
Recovery 
Previous History 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
DHR STUDY/Luccketti 
MJM
Description
LARGE SECTION 29 X 13 CM
WALTER ASTON
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
1/30/95
3/13/95
4/14/95
OUT
Count 1
IRON
SAW BLADE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length
29
Width Height
12 0
Thick Diameter
0.2 0
127
897 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count 1
44CC178
/39/2Q-1
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM  
Digital Image:
l.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
1/30/95
2/17/95
4/14/95
Description
7.1 CM SECTION W/TANG. END OF BLADE MISSING. BROAD BLADE.
IRON
KNIFE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length 
::m. 7
Width Height 
2 0
Thick Diameter 
1 0
898 WALTER ASTON
44CC178
/42B-1
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM  
Digital Image:
Description
8.2 CM SECTION W/TANG. END OF BLADE MISSING.
l.D .:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
1/30/95
2/25/95
4/14/95
OUT
Count 1
IRON
KNIFE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 8 1.2 0 0.5 0
128
895 WALTER ASTON
44CC178
/39/1K-2
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM  
Digital Image:
Description
7 CM SECTION W/TANG. END OF BLADE MISSING.
l.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
1/30/95
2/17/95
4/14/95
OUT
Count 1
IRON
KNIFE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length
6.8
Width Height 
1.6 0
7/j/cA’ Diameter 
0.6 0
896
44CC178
/39/1L-4
Recoveiy 
Previous History 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
Description
7 3  CM SECTION W/TANG. END OF BLADE MISSING.
WALTER ASTON
DHR STUDY/Luccketti 
MJM
I.IX:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
1/30/95
5/19/95
6/6/95
OUT
Count 1
IRON
KNIFE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 7 1.5 0 0 0
129
936 WALTER ASTON OUT
44CC178
/39/4H-1
Recovery
Previous ITiston • DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM 
Digital Image:
Description
TWO HOOKS IN 4 FRAGS. SIMILAR TO SAFETY PINS.
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
3/23/95
4/7/95
4/14/95
Count 2
IRON
CLOTHES HOOKS
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length
0
Width Height 
0 0
Thick Diameter 
0 0
937
44CC178
/39/2B-1
Recoveiy 
Previous History 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
DHR STUDY/Luccketti 
MJM
Description
19.2 CM, WHOLE, BROAD
WALTER ASTON
l.D.:
In
Diyslore
Finished
Out
3/23/95
5/1/95
6/6/95
OUT
Count 1
IRON
KNIFE BLADE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length
0
Width Height
0 0
Thick Diameter
0 0
130
901
44CC178
/14/2C-1
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM 
Digital [mage:
Description 
WHOLE, US CM
WALTER ASTON
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
1/30/95
2/17/95
4/14/95
OUT
Count 1
IRON
HASP
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length
7.1
Width Height 
3.6 1.2
Thick Diameter 
0 3  0
935
44CC178
/37A2C-1
Recovery 
Previous History 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
WALTER ASTON
DHR STUDY/Luccketti 
MJM
l.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
Description
6 3  CM SECTION WITH ROUNDED END
3/23/95
5/11/95
6/6/95
OUT
Count 1
IRON
BLADE TIP
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height
cm. 6.3 1.4 0
Thick Diameter
0 0
131
938 WALTER
44CC178
/37D-2 ID .:
Recovery In
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti Drystore
Conservator MJM Finished
Digital [wage: Out
Description
LATCH BAR 12.7 CM - SMHLAR TO ONE IN /37/2D-1
ASTON OUT
Count 1
IRON
LATCH BAR
3/23/95
35mm Slides/Drawing
5/11/95
6/6/95
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 0 0 0 0 0
939
44CC178
/39/1L-16
Recoven’
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM 
Digital Image:
Description
WHOLE - BUCKLE? OR HINGE?
WALTER ASTON
ID .:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
3/23/95
4/11/95
4/14/95
OUT
Count 1
IRON
ARMOR ATTACHMT
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height
cm. 7 4 0
Thick Diameter
1 0
132
940 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count
44CC178
/6/36A-1
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM
Digital Image:
Description
WHOLE BROAD HOE
l.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
3/23/95
4/11/95
4/14/95
IRON
HOE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length
18.9
Width Height 
23 5
Thick Diameter 
0.2 0
941 WALTER ASTON OUT
44CC178
/37C-1
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM  
Digital Image:
Description
SMALL RING/CHAIN LOOP WITH ATTACHMENT PENDANT
l.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
3/23/95
5/25/95
6/6/95
Count
IRON
SWORD HANGER
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 4 1.6 0 0 0
133
942 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count 1
4 4 C C 1 7 8
/39/2L-1 l.D.:
IRON
HOE
Recovery>
Previous Htutory DHR STUDY/Luccketti
In 4/4/95
Drystore 35mm Slides/Drawing
Conservator MJM  
Digital Image:
Finished 6/30/95 
Out 11/17/95
Description
WIDE BLADE WITH SHOULDERS AND A NECK
Length Width Height 
cm. 21 24.5 7.5
Thick Diameter 
0 0
943 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count ‘
4 4 C C 1 7 8
/39/1/2J-1 l.D.:
IRON
CAULDRON FRAG
Recovery
Previous History■ DHR STUDY/Luccketti
In 4/4/95
Drystore 35mm Slides/Drawing
Conservator MJM 
Digital image:
Finished 6/30/95 
Out 11/17/95
Description
LARGE SECTION 21 X 30 CM
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
21 25.5 0.6
134
944 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count
44CC178
/39/4G-2
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM
Digital Image:
Description
WHOLE, HEAD PEENED OVER 19.1 CM
I.IX:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
4/14/95
8/18/95
11/17/95
IRON
SPIKE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length
0
Width Height 
0 0
'I hick Diameter
0 0
945 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count
44CC178
/39/4H-4
Recovery’
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM 
Digital Image:
l.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
Description
SPRING, TUMBLER, WARD, STRAP HINGE
4/14/95
6/30/95
11/17/95
IRON
LOCK PART
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 0 0 0 0 0
135
946 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count 1
44CC178
/37C-1
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM 
Digital Image:
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
4/14/95
8/18/95
11/17/95
Description
HINGE FRAGMENT WITH ROUNDED TERMINAL 14.1 CM
IRON
ARMOUR STRAP
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter 
cm. 0 0 0 0 0
947 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count
44CC178
/39/1K-6
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM 
Digital Image:
Description
L-SHAPED W/ONE END MISSING 8  CM
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
4/14/95
6/30/95
11/17/95
IRON
PINTLE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height
cm. 0 0 0
Thick Diameter
0 0
136
948 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count
44CC178
/39/1/2L-1
Recover)>
Preview v I /istory DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM 
Digital linage:
Description
DOOR STRAP HINGE W/DECORATIVE TERMINAL 47.5 CM
l.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
4/14/95
6/16/95
11/17/95
IRON
HINGE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length 
cm. 0
Width Height 
0 0
Thick Diameter 
0 0
949 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count
44CC178
/Surface-3
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM 
Digital linage:
Description
T STRAP HINGE (DOOR) 44 CM
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
4/14/95
9/2/95
11/17/95
IRON
HINGE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height
cm. 0 0 0
Thick Diameter
0 0
137
950 WALTER ASTON OUT
44CC178
/39/4C-2
Recovery
Previous H i story DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator M JM  
Digital Image:
Description 
RIM FRAG 8 3  CM
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
4/14/95
6/30/95
11/17/95
Count
IRON
CAULDRON FRAG
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length 
cm. 0
Width Height 
0 0
Thick Diameter 
0 0
951 WALTER ASTON OUT
44CC178
/39/6L-4
Recovery
Previous IIi story DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM 
Digital Image:
Description
WHOLE, PETERSON p. 33 6.6 CM
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
4/14/95
6/30/95
11/17/95
Count
IRON
HALF COCK BOLT
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height
cm. 0 0 0
Thick Diameter
0 0
138
952 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count
44CC178
/37/2C-7
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM 
Digital image:
Description
WHOLE, NOTCHED - 5 CM
l.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
4/14/95
7/8/95
11/17/95
IRON
GUN LOCK PART
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 0 0  0  0 0
953 WALTER ASTON OUT
L ount
44CC178
/38C-1
Recovery 
Previous History’ 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
DHR STUDY/Luccketti 
MJM
Description 
WHOLE DIA: 8  CM
AD.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
4/14/95
5/11/95
6/6/95
IRON
CANNONBALL
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height
cm. 0 0  0
Thick Diameter
0 0
139
954 WALTER ASTON OUT
Co uni
44CC178
/39/4J-4
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM 
Digital image:
J.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
4/14/95
9/3/95
11/17/95
Description
WHOLD, SMALL, SPHERICAL AT ONE END, POSSIBLE GUN PART
IRON
PIN
Length 
cm. 5
Width Height 
0 0
Thick Diameter 
1.4 0
WALTER ASTON955
44CC178
/2/3/2A-1
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM 
Digital Image:
Description
THREADED PIN WITH SLOTTED HEAD AT THE OTHER END
l.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
4/14/95
7/16/95
11/17/95
OUT
Count 1
IRON
MACHINE PART
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 6.2 0 0 0 0.9
140
975 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count 1
44CC178
/39/7F-7
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM
Digital Image:
l.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
8/14/95
10/5/95
11/17/95
Description
WIDE, MEDIUM LENGTH, NICKS OUT OF THE BLADE
IRON
HOE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length 
cm. 0
Width Height 
0 0
Thick Diameter 
0 0
976
44CC178
/39/1B-1
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM  
Digital Image:
WALTER ASTON
I.D.:
In
Dri'store
Finished
Out
8/14/95
9/9/95
11/17/95
Description
21 X 15.1 CM SPADE SECTION, BOTTOM OF BLADE MISSING
OUT
Count 1
IRON
SPADE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 0 0 0 0 0
141
977 WALTER ASTON
44CC178
/6/36A-2
Recovery
Previous IIi story DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM 
Digital Image;
Description
WHOLE 21.5 CM, ONE SHOULDER OF BLADE MISSING CHIPS
1.0.:
In
Dryst ore
Finished
Out
8/14/95
9/30/95
11/17/95
OUT
Count 1
IRON
TROWEL
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length
0
Width Height 
0 0
Thick Diameter 
0 0
WALTER ASTON978
44CC178
/6/11B-1
Recovery 
Pre vious History->
Conservator 
Digital Image:
Description
WHOLE, SICKLE-SHAPED 7CAULDRON HANDLE 51.2 CM
DHR STUDY/Luccketti 
MJM
ID.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
8/14/95
10/15/95
11/17/95
OUT
Count 1
IRON
HANDLE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 0 0 0 0 0
142
979 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count 1
44CC178
/39/2P-3
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM 
Digital Image:
Description
WHOLE W/ HAMMERED END 10 .7X 4  CM
ID .:
In
Dry store
Finished
Out
8/14/95
9/30/95
11/17/95
IRON
PLANE BLADE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length 
cm. 0
Width Height 
0 0
Thick Diameter 
0 0
980
44CC178
/39/1M-5
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJ.MYERS 
Digital Image:
Description
FURNITURE LOCKPLATE1/2 PRESENT 9.4 X 7 CM
WALTER ASTON
I D :
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
8/14/95
7/29/96
8/29/96
OUT
Count 1
IRON
LOCK PLATE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 0 0 0 0 0
143
981 WALTER ASTON OUT
Conn l
44CC178
/39/4J-2
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM 
Digital Image:
Description
WHOLE, HEAD PEENED OVER 18.8 CM
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
8/14/95
9/9/95
11/17/95
IRON
SPIKE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length
0
Width Height 
0 0
Thick Diameter 
0 0
982 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count
44CC178
/39/1K-7
Recovery 
Previous I!istory 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
DHR STUDY/Luccketti 
MJM
Description
SNAFFLE BIT (HALF) 13 CM
ID .:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
8/14/95
9/9/95
11/17/95
IRON
BIT
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height
cm. 0 0 0
Thick Diameter
0 0
144
983 WALTER ASTON OUT
Conn!
44CC178
/39/1L-43
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM  
Digital Image:
Description
SNAFFLE BIT (HALF) 13 CM
J.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
8/14/95
9/9/95
11/17/95
IRON
BIT
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter 
0 0  0  0 0
1004
44CC178
/39/4B
Recovery
Previous Hi story- /DHR Study Collection
Conservator MJM 
Digital Image:
Description
WHOLE FILE W/TANG
WALTER ASTON
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
11/21/95
12/28/95
1/26/96
OUT
Count 1
IRON
FILE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 17.4 1.4 0 0 0
145
1005
44CC178
/39/1L-3
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM
Digital Image;
Description 
SHORT/WIDE HOE
WALTER ASTON
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
11/21/95
12/28/95
1/26196
OUT
Count 1
IRON
HOE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length 
cm. 18
Width Height 
25 6.5
Thick Diameter 
0.5 5
1006
44CC178
/39/6L-1
Recovery-
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM
Digital Image:
Description 
LARGE IRON PICK
WALTER ASTON
J.D.:
In
Diystore
Finished
Out
11/21/95
12/17/95
1126196
OUT
Count 1
IRON
PICK
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length
44
Width Height
6 7
Thick
2
Diameter
5
146
1007 WALTER ASTON OUT
44CC178
/2-1
Recovery 
Pre vions Hi story 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
Description
WIDE, SQUARE W/STRAP ATTACHMENT
DHR STUDY/Luccketti 
MJM
I.D.:
In
Drystore
finished
Out
11/21/95
3/31/97
6/12/97
IRON
SHOVEL NOSING
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length
21
Width Height 
Y13. 0
Thick
1
Diameter
0
1008
44CC178
12-2
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM 
Digital Image;
Description
HEAVY L-SHAPED BLADE
WALTER ASTON
J.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
11/21/95
12/15/95
1/26/96
OUT
Count 1
IRON
AXE BLADE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height
cm. 24.1 13 0
Thick Diameter
1 3  0
147
1009
44CC178
/39/2P-1
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator M J. MYERS 
Digital Image:
Description
LARGE, COMPLETE
WALTER ASTON
I.IX:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
11/21/95
2/15/96
8/29/96
OUT
Count 1
IRON
SET SAW
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length 
cm. 31.5
Width Height 
12 19
Thick Diameter 
1 0
1010
44CC178
/39/4C-1
Recovery
Previous History - DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM 
Digital Image:
Description 
SECTION 12.5 CM
WALTER ASTON
J.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
11/21/95
12/9/95
1/26/96
OUT
Count 1
IRON
CHISEL BLADE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 12.5 2.5 0 0.4 0
148
1011 WALTER ASTON OUT
Court!
44CC178
/6/36C-1
Recovery 
Previous History 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
Description 
WHOLE 9.7 CM
DHR STUDY/Luccketti 
MJM
ID .:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
11/21/95
12/9/95
1/26/96
IRON
GAUGE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 9.5 1 0 0.3 0
1012
44CC178
/39-1
Recovery 
Previous H istory 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
DHR STUDY/Luccketti 
M.J.MYERS
Description
LARGE SECTION 39 X 12.5 CM
WALTER ASTON
I.D.:
In
Dry>store
Finished
Out
11/21/95
1/16/96
8/29/96
OUT
Count 1
IRON
SAW BLADE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height
cm. 40 12.5 0
Thick Diameter
0.2 0
149
1013 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count
44CC178
/39/7L-1
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM  
Digital Image:
Description
LARGE SECTION 28 X 11 CM
J.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
11/21/95
1/29/96
8/29/96
IRON
SAW BLADE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length
27
Width Height 
11.2 0
Thick Diameter 
0.2 0
1014 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count 2
44CC178
/39/1M-4
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJM
Digital linage:
Description
3 FRAGS - 2 FILE, ONE POSSIBLE GOUGE
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
11/21/95
12/9/95
1/26/96
IRON
FILE FRAGS
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 10 1 0 0.8 0
150
1015
44CC178
/39/4L-1
Recovery' 
Previous History 
Conservator 
Digital Image;
WALTER ASTON
DHR STUDY/Luccketti 
MJM
Description
WHOLE V-SHAPED, 10 CM
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
11/21/95
12/28/95
1/26/96
OUT
Count
IRON
SHUTTER CATCH
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length 
cm. 10.2
Width Height 
5.7 0
Thick Diameter 
0.7 0
1016
44CC178
/39/5T-2
Recovery 
tevious History 
onservator 
igital Image:
DHR STUDY/Luccketti 
MJM
Description
ONE END MISSING, 9 CM
WALTER ASTON
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
11/21/95
12/22/95
1/26/96
OUT
Count 1
IRON
BAIL HANDLE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height
2 0
Thick Diameter
0.4 0
151
1017
4 4 C C 1 7 8
/39/1L-10
Recovery 
Previous History 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
Description 
WHOLE KEY
WALTER ASTON
/DHR Study Collection 
M.J.MYERS
J.D.:
Irt
Drystore
Finished
Out
11/21/95
1/29/96
OUT
Count 1
IRON
KEY
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length
9
Width Height 
3
Thick Diameter 
0.6
1018
4 4 C C 1 7 8
/39/4J-1
Recovery 
Previous History 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
DHR STUDY/Luccketti 
MJM
Description
HOE-SHAPED BLADE
WALTER ASTON
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
11/21/95
12/9/95
1/26/96
OUT
Count 1
IRON
BLADE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length
20.5
Width Height
11 0
Thick Diameter
1.9 0
152
1040 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count
4 4 C C 1 7 8
/39/4H-3
Recovery 
Previous History 
Conservator 
Digital linage:
/DHR Study Collection 
M.J.MYERS
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Hint shed 
Out
1/29/96
11/15/96
1/3/97
Description
THREE PLATES, LARGE SQUARE PLATE WITH KEYNOLE AND TWO 
SMALLER RECTANGULAR PLATES
IRON
LOCKPLATE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length
40.2
Width Height 
8.9
Thick Diameter 
0.2
1041
4 4 C C 1 7 8
/32B-1
Recovery 
Previous History 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
WALTER ASTON
/DHR Study Collection 
MJ.MYERS
Description
SMALL LOCKPLATE WITH BOX
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
1/29/96
3/20/96
8/29/96
OUT
Count 1
IRON
LOCKPLATE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height
cm. 9 7
Thick Diameter
0.2
153
1042 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count
44CC178
/17/4C-1
Recovery 
Previous History 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
DHR STUDY/Luccketti 
MJ.MYERS
Description
6.1 CM BLADE SECTION
ID .:
In
Dr)’store
Finished
Out
1/29/96
S/S/96
8/29/96
IRON
KNIFE BLADE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length
6.1
Width Height 
1.4 0
Thick Diameter 
0.1 0
1043 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count 1
44CC178
/37/2E-2
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJ.MYERS 
Digital Image:
Description
BLADE WITH TANG, MISSING SECTION AT BLADE END
J.D.:
In
Drystore
finished
Out
1/29/96
6/2/96
8/29/96
IRON
KNIFE BLADE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 15.2 2 0 0.2 0
154
1044 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count
44CC178
/39/1P-1
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJ.MYERS 
Digital linage:
Description
VERY LONG TANG, BLADE SECTION MINERALIZED AND BROKEN OFF
ID .:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
1/29/96
3/31/96
8/29/96
IRON
KNIFE BLADE
35 mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height Thick Diameter 
10.5 1 0 0.5 0
1045 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count
44CC178
/39/1S-1
Recovery 
Previous H istory 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
DHR STUDY/Luccketti 
MJ.MYERS
Description
FURNITURE HINGE FRAG 9 CM
ID .:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
1/29/96
3/31/96
8/29/96
IRON
HINGE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length Width Height
cm. 9 2.1 0
Thick Diameter
0.2 0
155
1046 WALTER ASTON OUT
4 4 C C 1 7 8
Count
IRON
/39/1L-12 I.D.: LOCKPLATE
Recovery In 1/2 9196
Pre vion .v History /DHR Study Collection Drystore 35mm Slides/Drawing
Conservator M.J.MYERS Finished 6/30/96
Digital Image: Out 1/31/97
Description
DECORATIVE LOCKPLATE IN THREE PIECES
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 16.5 14 0.2
1047 WALTER ASTON OUT
4 4 C C 1 7 8
Count
IRON
/14/2C-2 I.IX: LOCK PLATE
Recovery In 1/29/96
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti Drystore 35mm Slides/Drawing
Conservator MJf. MYERS Finished 4/9/98
Digital Image: Out 7/13/98
Description
ABOUT HALF PRESENT, IN TWO PIECES 8.2 CM
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 8.2 7.5 2.5 0.5 0
156
1048 WALTER ASTON OUT
44CC178
/39/7D-1
Recovery
Previous IIts ton > DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator M-J. MYERS
Digital Image:
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
1/29/96
6/10/96
8/29/96
Description
WIDE BLADE W/PORTION OF TANG, MISSING PORTION AT BOTH
ENDS
IRON
KNIFE BLADE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length 
cm. 11.5
Width Height 
1.6 0
Thick Diameter 
0 0
1049 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count
44CC178
/37F-1
Recovery
Previous History /DHR Study Collection
Conservator M.J.MYERS 
Digital Image:
Description
WHOLE KNIFE (BLADE &  TANG) BROKEN INTO TWO PIECES
ID.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
1/29/96
1/7/96
1/31/97
IRON
KNIFE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length IVidth Height Thick Diameter
cm. 19.2 2 0.2
157
1050 WALTER ASTON OUT
Count 1
44CC178
/ - i
Recovery
Previous History DHR STUDY/Luccketti
Conservator MJ.MYERS 
Digital Image:
Description
TANG &  BLADE, END OF BLADE MISSING
ID.:
Drystore
Finished
Out
1/29/96
5/12/96
8/29/96
IRON
KNIFE BLADE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Length
15
Width Height 
2 0
Thick
0.3
Diameter
0
1070
44CC178
/19A
Recovery
Previous History /DHR Study Collection
Conservator MJ.MYERS 
Digital Image:
STRONG MUSEUM, ROCHESTER
ID .:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
4/10/96
4/10/96
4/10/96
OUT
Count 1
LOCAL CLAY
PIPE
35mm Slides/Drawing
Description
THREE PIECES NOW MENDED, BOWL COMPLETE, BUT STEM INCOMPLETE 
ROULETTE DECORATED, SOME PIPECLAY IN DECORATION
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 11.2 0 3.4 1.3 1.7
158
1924 DHR COLLECTIONS OUT
C ou n t
44CC178
/39L o r  37C
Recovery 
Previous History> 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
/DHR Collections 
M. J. MYERS
y
IIX:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
7/15/99
8/25/00
9/29/00
Description
BONE HANDLE w/FE TANG BLADE SECTION, CARVED DEC OVERALL 
MOST OF BLADE &  SEC OF HANDLE MISSING, NO END CAP, 3 SCREWS
IRON, BONE
KNIFE
After
Length
10.1
Width Height 
1.6
Thick Diameter
1 3
1925 DHR COLLECTIONS OUT
Count
44CC178
/39L o r 37C
Recovery 
Previous History 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
/DHR Collections 
M. J. MYERS
y
ID.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
7/15/99
6/28/00
7/5/00
Description
BONE HANDLE COMPLETE AND CORRODED TO TANG, CROSS HATCHED 
DEC CARVED AT END ONLY, END CAP AND KEEPER PRESENT
IRON, BONE
KNIFE
After
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 9 3  1.2 1.1
159
2066 CAUSEY'S CARE OUT
4 4 C C 1 7 8
/2D-1
Recovery 
Previous Hi story 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
DHR Collections 
M-I.MYERS
y
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
3/1/00
4/7/00
5/4/00
Description
ALMOST COMPLETE - POMMEL/FINIAL AT END OF THE HANDLE 
ONE CORNER OF SHOVEL BLADE MISSING
Count 1
IRON
FIREPLACE SHOVEL
After
jaaMMSHBwB gte*
Length 
cm. 77
Width Height 
13
Thick Diameter 
0.5
2067 CAUSEY'S CARE OUT
Count
4 4 C C 1 7 8
/8/37C-1
Recovery
Previous History DHR Collections 
Conservator MJ.MYERS
Digital Image: y
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
3/1/00
4/7/00
5/4/00
Description
SECTION OF A BAR WITH FLATTENED END. MULTI-SIDED IN CROSS 
SECTION
IRON
PRY BAR
After
■BnEBReH
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 59 2
160
2068 CAUSEY'S CARE OUT
Couni 1
IRON
WINDOW FRAME SECTION
Recovery In 3/1/00
Previous History’ DHR Collections Drystore
Conservator M J. MYERS Finished 4/7/00
Digital Image: y Out 5/4/00
Description
STRAP WITH RTVET HOLE AT BOTH ENDS - PROBABLY PART OF A 
WINDOW FRAME. BADLY DEFORMED/BENT
Length Width Height Thick Diameter 
cm. 68.5 2.8 0.4
After
44CC178
1-2
2069 CAUSEY'S CARE OUT
Count
44CC178
/39/1/2K-1
Recovery’
Previous Hi dory DHR Collections 
MJ.MYERS
Digital Image: y
ID).:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
Description
STRAP - POSSIBLY PART OF A WINDOW FRAME 
MISSING SECTION AT ONE END
3/1/00
4/7/00
5/4/00
IRON
STRAP
After
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 48.5 2.5 0.3
161
2073 CAUSEY'S CARE
44CC178
16 B
Recovery
Previous History' DHR Collections 
Conservator MJ.MYERS 
Digital Image: y
Description
CAULDRON BODY SECTION w/ONE LEG PRESENT
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
3/21/00
4/24/00
5/4/00
OUT
Count 1
IRON
CAULDRON SECTION
After
Length
16.5
Width Height 
11 14
Thick Diameter 
0.8
2074
44CC178
/SB
Recovery 
Previous History 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
DHR Collections 
M.J.MYERS
y
CAUSEYS CARE
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
3/21/00
4/27/00
5/4/00
Description
HANDLE SECTION, 1/3 PRESENT, SLIGHTLY CURVED, TAPERS 
SMALL HOOK AT THE SMALL END
OUT
Count 1
IRON
CAULDRON HANDLE
After
Length Width Lleight Thick Diameter
cm. 19 1.8 1
162
2075 CAUSEY'S CARE OUT
1
44CC178 
ma
Recovery
Previous History DHR Collections 
Conservator M-J.MYERS
Digital [wage: y
Description
INTERIOR STRAP w/POST SECTION FOR HOLLOW KEY LOCK
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
3/21/00
4/20/00
5/4/00
IRON
LOCK PART
After
Length Width Height Thick Diameter 
7.5 3.7 0.2
2076
44CC178
A2/3E
Recovery
Previous History DHR Collections 
Conservator MJ.MYERS
Digital Image: y
Description
WHOLE SNAPHAUNCE BATTERY
CAUSEY’S CARE
J.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
3/21/00
4/24/00
5/4/00
OUT
Count 1
IRON
BATTERY
After
Length Width Height
cm. 6.5 2.5 3.4
Thick Diameter
0.5
163
2077 CAUSEY’S CARE
44CC178
/39/7F-2 ID.:
Recover}' hi 3/21/00
Previous History' DHR Study Collection Drystore
Conservator M.J.MYERS Finished 6/11/95
Digital Image: y Out 7/5/00
Description
WHOLE KNIFE w/ALMOST COMPLETE BLADE AND SHORT TANG 
VERY SMALL SECTION OF BLADE TIP MISSING
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 15.8 1.8 0 3
OUT
Count 1
IRON
KNIFE
After
2078 CAUSEY'S CARE OUT
Count 1
44CC178
/37/2F-2 ID.:
Recovery In 3/21/00
Previous History DHR Study Collection Drystore
Conservator MJ.MYERS Finished 5/4/00
Digital Image: y Out 5/4/00
Description
TAPERED BAR, RECTANGULAR CROSS SECTION 
SMALL SPATULATE TIP IS ROUNDED; TRIGGER FOR MATCHLOCK
IRON
TRIGGER BAR
After
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 23.2 1.5 0.4
164
2079
44CC178
/14/2E-1
Recovery-
Previous History DHR Study Collection
Consen-ator M.J. MYERS
Digital Image: y
CAUSEY'S CARE
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
3/21/00
4/27/00
5/4/00
Description
KNIFE SECTION: PARTIAL BLADE; ALL OF THE BOLSTER; SMALL 
NUB OF THE TANG
OUT
Count 1
IRON, Ag WIRE
KNIFE
After
Length
10
Width Height 
1.5
Thick Diameter 
0.9
2080 CAUSEY'S CARE OUT
Count
44CC178
/No P roven ience
Recovery
Previous History DHR Collections 
( '.onservator M-J.MYERS
Digital Image: y
Description
BROAD HOE BLADE ONLY
ID .:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
3/21/00
5/24/00
7/5/00
IRON
HOE BLADE
After
length
27
Width Height 
14.2
Thick Diameter- 
0 3
165
2081 CAUSEY’S CARE FINISHED
L ount
44CC178
/14/3B-1
Recovery In
/ 'reviews / / 'istory DHR Collections 
Conservator MJ.MYERS
Digital Image: y
Description
SHEET IRON TUBE, TAPERED AT ONE END
Drystore
Finished
Out
3/21/00
11/9/00
1/8/01
IRON
TOOL SOCKET
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
8.5 0 3  2.5
2082 CAUSEY’S CARE
44CC178
/14/4B
Recovery
Previous History DHR Collections 
Conservator MJ.MYERS
Digital Image: y
Description
ALMOST COMPLETE TRIGGER GUARD IN TWO PIECES
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
3/21/00
5/9/00
7/5/00
After
OUT
Count 1
IRON
TRIGGER GUARD
After
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 17.5 2 3.1 0.2
166
2083a CAUSEY’S CARE OUT
Count
44CC178
/39/2L
Recovery
Previous History DHR Collections 
Conservator M.J. MYERS
Digital Image: y
Description
WHOLD STOCK LOCK SPRING
I.D.:
In
Dry,store
Finished
Out
3/21/00
5/4/00
5/4/00
IRON
LOCK SPRING
Length
15.5
Width Height 
1 4
Thick Diameter 
0.5
2083b
44CC178
/39/2L
Recovery
Prcviou s H  is ton  DHR Collections
Conservator 
Digital Image:
MJ.MYERS
y
Description
WHOLE STOCK LOCK TUMBLER
CAUSEY’S CARE
ID .:
In
Dry-store-
Finished
Out
3/21/00
5/2/00
5/4/00
OUT
Count
IRON
LOCK TUMBLER
After
After
Length Width Height
cm. 15.5 1.8 4.8
Thick Diameter
0.2
167
2083c CAUSEY'S CARE OUT
Count 1
4 4 C C 1 7 8
/39/2L
Recovery 
Previous History 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
DHR Collections 
M.J.MYERS
y
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
Description
WHOLE PLATE STOCK LOCK TUMBLER
3/21/00
5/4/00
5/4/00
IRON
LOCK TUMBLER
After
Length 
12 3
Width Height 
2 1.2
Thick Diameter 
0.2
2083d
4 4 C C 1 7 8
/39/2L
Recovery 
Previous His tor)’ 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
DHR Collections 
MJ.MYERS
y
CAUSEY'S CARE
J.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
3/21/00
4/20/00
5/4/00
Description
1) SMALL SECTION OF PLATE FE 2) PART w/ROUNDED TIP, 
TAPERS TO A WIDER END, BROKEN OFF, 1 HOLE
OUT
Count 2
IRON
PLATE, PART
After
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm.
168
2083e CAUSEY'S CARE
4 4 C C 1 7 8
/39/2L I.D.:
Recovery- In 3/21/00
Previous History DHR Collections Drystore
Conservator MJ.MYERS Finished 8/23/00
Digital Image: y Out 9129/00
Description
1) SMALL RECTANGULAR SHEET IRON SECTION
2) KEEPER? FOLIATE END, BENT
OUT
Count 2
IRON
LOCK PA RTS?
Length
6.5
Width Height 
5 3
Thick Diameter 
0.2
2084 CAUSEY'S CARE OUT
Count
4 4 C C 1 7 8
/39/2L
Recovery 
Previous History 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
DHR Collections 
M J. MYERS
y
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
3/21/00
4/27/00
5/4/00
Description
RECTANGULAR BAR STOCK SECTION, SLIGHTLY TAPERED; BROKEN 
OFF AT BOTH ENDS
IRON
BAR
After
After
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 36 2.1 3 2
169
2085 CAUSEY'S CARE
44CC178
/39/1L I.D.:
Recovery In
Pre vious History DHR Collections Drystore
Conservator M.J.MYERS Finished
Digital Image: y Out
Description 
THREE LINKS: 2 OBLONG; AND 1 CIRCULAR
Length Width Height Thick
cm. 9.4 3.8 0.8
3/21/00
4/24/00
5/4/00
Diameter
6.5
OUT
Count 1
IRON
CHAIN
2086 CAUSEY’S CARE OUT
Count.
44CC178
/39/6V
Recovery'
Previous History DHR Collections 
Conservator MJF.MYERS
Digital Image: y
Description
KEY, MOST OF RING HANDLE MISSING
I.D.:
In
Dry’store
Finished
Out
3/21/00
5/2/00
5/4/00
IRON
KEY
■ Length
cm. 11.1
Width Height
3.6
Thick Diameter
After
After
170
2087 CAUSEY’S CARE
44CC178
/6/12A /.£>.:
Recovery in
Previous History DHR Collections Drystore
Conservator M.J.MYERS Finished
Digital Image: y Out
Description
WHOLE SNAPHAUNCE POWDER PAN COVER
3/21/00
5/5/00
7/5/00
OUT
Count 1
IRON
PAN COVER
After
Length 
cm. 5
Width Height 
2.8 1.1
Thick Diameter 
0.1
2088 CAUSEY'S CARE OUT
Count
44CC178
/14/6B
Recovery 
Previous History 
Conservator 
Digital linage:
DHR Collections 
M.J. MYERS
y
J.D.:
In
Drystore.
Finished
Out
3/21/00
4/7/00
5/4/00
Description
SMALL AXE HEAD. PART OF EYE MISSING. HOLES IN BLADE ARE 
NOT POST EXCAVATION CORROSION
IRON
AXE HEAD
After
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 16 10.8 4.3 0.2
171
2089 CAUSEY'S CARE OUT
C. ount
4 4 C C 1 7 8
/14/SB
Recovery 
Previous History 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
DHR Collections 
MJ.MYERS
y
ID.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
3/21/00
4/7/00
5/4/00
Description
SHEET IRON, CURVED IN ONE DIRECTION, TAPERED IN THE OTHER 
MAY HAVE NAIL HOLES, FINISHED EDGES
IRON
TOOL PART
After
Length
20
Width Height 
16.2 3.4
Thick Diameter 
0.2
2131 CAUSEY'S CARE OUT
Count
4 4 C C 1 7 8
/39/1Q-1
Recovery 
Previous History’ 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
/DHR Study Collection 
M.J.MYERS
ID.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
Description
TRIANGULAR SHAPED LOOP END STRAP HINGE 
TIP BROKEN OFF, TIP FRAG IS PRESENT
4/17/00
7/5/00
9/29/00
IRON
STRAP HINGE
After
Length Width Height Thick Diameter
cm. 35 4 3.1 0.5 2.5
172
2132 CAUSEY’S CARE FINISHED
44CC178
/39/2K-3
Recovery 
Previous History 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
/DHR Study Collection 
M.J.MYERS
y
ID.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
4/17/00
10/13/00
1/8/01
Description
THIN, WIDE, STRAP w/BULBOUS END. THE OTHER END HAS A HINGE 
PIN - OR POSSIBLY A NAIL CORRODED TO THE STRAP. 1 NAIL HOLE
Count
IRON
CHEST HINGE?
After
Length 
cm. 12
Width Height 
8 2.5
Thick Diameter 
0.2 1
2133
44CC178
/14/5B-1
Recovery
Previous History /DHR Study Collection
Conservator MJ.MYERS
Digital Image: y
CAUSEY’S CARE
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
4/17/00
7/5/00
9/29/00
Description
ONE HALF OF A DECORATIVE HINGE w/S-CURVE AND FOLIATE END 
HINGEPIN PRESENT BUT OTHER END OF STRAP MISSING
OUT
Count
IRON
HINGE
Length
?m. 3.4
Width Height
5.1
Thick Diameter
0.2 0.7
After
173
2134 CAUSEY'S CARE
44CC178
/50B-3
Recovery>
Previous. History’ /DHR Study Collection
Conservator 
Digital Image:
Description 
WHOLE, PLAIN
M^J. MYERS
y
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
4/17/00
6/28/00
7/5/00
Length Width Height 
4.9 3.7
Thick
0.7
Diameter
2135
44CC178
/39/1/2L-3
Recovery 
Previous History> 
Conservator 
Digital Image:
/DHR Study Collection 
M J. MYERS
y
CAUSEY'S CARE
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
4/17/00
7/19/00
9/29/00
Description
WHOLE RECTANGULAR BUCKLE w/TONGUE. POSSIBLE HARNESS 
BUCKLE
OUT
Count
IRON
BUCKLE
After
length Width Height Thick Diameter
3.6 3 3  0.4
OUT
Count 1
IRON
FURNITURE HANDLE
After
174
2136 CAUSEY'S CARE OUT
Count
44CC178
/37/2D-1
Recovery
Previous H is lory /DHR Study Collection
Conservator M J. MYERS
Digital Image: y
I.D.:
In
Drystore
Finished
Out
4/17/00
7/19/00
9/29/00
Description
HINGE PIN AT ONE END, FOLIATE DECORATED END. 3 ADJUSTMENT 
HOLES
IRON
STRAP
After
Length Width Height Thick Diameter 
cm. 12.8 3 0.2
175
PROVENIENCE FINISHED OBJECT LAB# PHOTO
/EU 2089, F-320 S-8 3/24/93 MATCHLOCK PLATE 443 After
/EU2076JF-431 ,S-I 6/12/97 MATCHLOCK SEAR 1214 35mm Slides/Drawing
/EU1033,F-404 4/22/98 MUSKET BARREL 1149 Before plus After Slide
/EU2107,F435,S-VI 1/5/97 MUSKET BARREL 1240 35mm Slides/Drawing
/EU2117 1/5/97 MUSKET BARREL 1241 35mm Slides/Drawing
/EU1043-72, F-320 10/26/98 NAIL 1455 After
/EU2040-84 12/17/98 NAILS 1559 After
/EU 2066, F-831, S- 2/25/93 NEEDLE 436 Loan Exam - No Photo
/EU2129, F430A 11/3/97 NEEDLES 1111 B&W Image
/EU1105, F-409, S-2 7/13/98 NET SINKER 1405 Before plus 35mm Slide
/EU2096, F-431, S-l 6/27/98 NUT 1401 Before plus After Slide
/EU2129-150 1/15/99 ORNAMENT FRAGMENT 1568 After
/EU2069,F431 ,S-I 1/2/98 PADLOCK 1213 35mm Slides/Drawing
/EU889, F-320 7/16/97 PARING CHISEL 1107 35mm Slides/Drawing
/EU2064,F435,S-V 1/29/97 PICK 1242 35mm Slides/Drawing
/EU2096, F-431, S-l 3/25/97 PINS 1127 35mm Slides/Drawing
/EU103347 10/8/02 PISTOL BARREL 2377 After
/EU2129-164 8/13/99 PLANE BLADE? 1904 After
/Borrow Pit MV #93 1/28/93 POT 513 Loan Exam - No Photo
/EU2129-167 2/11/99 POT FRAGMENT 1614 After
/EU2069-37 2/17/99 POT FRAGMENT 1615 After
/EU1033-52, F404 8/27/98 POT FRAGMENTS 1399 After
/EU1102 JF-110,S-III 9/16/97 POTHOOK 1191 35mm Slides/Drawing
/EU1033J404 5/22/96 POTHOOK? 1178 After
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/EU1017^-409 2/7/00 SHEET COPPER 1185 After
/EU1043-66 1/11/99 SHEET Cu FRAGS 1562 After
/EU2117-111 1/11/99 SHEET FRAGS 1563 After
/EU2115-36 F-430 12/18/98 SHEET FRAGS 1564 After
/EU 1109-67 12/11/98 SHEET SCRAPS 1566 After
/EU1192JF-320 5/22/96 SHELL GUARD 1134 After
/EU2129 F-430A 3/20/96 SHOVEL BIT 1038 35mm Slides/Drawing
/EU2058 F-499 4/12/96 SKIMMER 1071 35mm Slides/Drawing
/EU1028-48 7/27/98 SMALL STAPLE(?) 1462 After
/EU1192-27 F-320 1/6/99 SNAPHAUNCE 1551 After
/EU 2117 F-430 S-2 3/7/97 SNAPHAUNCELOCK 1037 35mm Slides/Drawing
/EU1041-28 10/27/98 SNAPHAUNCE PAN 1451 After
/EU2144 JF-430A 5/22/96 SPADE NOSING 1152 Before plus After Slide
/EU2076rF-431 ,S-I 9/30/97 SPADE NOSING 1155 35 mm Slides/Drawing
/EU2039^-435,S-IH 8/2/98 SPADE NOSING 1161 After
/EU2129 F-430 S-H 4/30/97 SPADE NOSING 1162 35 mm Slides/Drawing
/EU2064JF-435,S-V 2/22/99 SPADE NOSING 1192 After
/EU2071,F-435 12/10/98 SPADE NOSING 1198 After
/EU2105-65 8/13/99 SPIKE 1909 After
/EU2040-91 7/29/99 SPIKE 1921 After
/EU2129 F-430A S-I 4/23/96 SPIT DOG 1156 35 mm Slides/Drawing
/EU 2064, F-435 S-5 3/4/93 SPOON 441 35mm Slides/Drawing
/EU2039JF-435,S-IH 3/10/98 SPOON 1147 Before
/EU2129-202, F-430 8/11/98 SPOON 1425 After
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